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Abstract 
The research presented in this thesis aims to extend the scalability range of the 
wavelet-based video coding systems in order to achieve fully scalable coding with a 
wide range of available decoding points. Since the temporal redundancy regularly 
comprises the main portion of the global video sequence redundancy, the techniques 
that can be generally termed motion decorrelation techniques have a central role in 
the overall compression performance. For this reason the scalable motion modelling 
and coding are of utmost importance, and specifically, in this thesis possible 
solutions are identified and analysed. 
The main contributions of the presented research are grouped into two 
interrelated and complementary topics. Firstly a flexible motion model with rate- 
optimised estimation technique is introduced. The proposed motion model is based 
on tree structures and allows high adaptability needed for layered motion coding. The 
flexible structure for motion compensation allows for optimisation at different stages 
of the adaptive spatio-temporal decomposition, which is crucial for scalable coding 
that targets decoding on different resolutions. By utilising an adaptive choice of 
wavelet filterbank, the model enables high compression based on efficient mode 
selection. Secondly, solutions for scalable motion modelling and coding are 
developed. These solutions are based on precision limiting of motion vectors and 
creation of a layered motion structure that describes hierarchically coded motion. 
The solution based on precision limiting relies on layered bit-plane coding of motion 
vector values. The second solution builds on recently established techniques that 
impose scalability on a motion structure. The new approach is based on two major 
improvements: the evaluation of distortion in temporal Subbands and motion search 
in temporal subbands that finds the optimal motion vectors for layered motion 
structure. 
Exhaustive tests on the rate-distortion performance in demanding scalable video 
coding scenarios show benefits of application of both developed flexible motion 
model and various solutions for scalable motion coding. 
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2D +t decomposition scheme where spatial transform is followed by 
temporal; also known as in-band MCTF 
.A analysis 
As spatial analysis 
BT buffered temporal decomposition step 
H high pass signal (subband or frame) 
L low pass signal (subband or frame) 
N set of positive integer numbers 
Al decomposition tree node (spatio-temporal subbands) 
S, S spatial (subband, decomposition) 
S13 spatial-and-buffered decomposition step 
T, Y temporal (subband, decomposition) 
t+ 2D decomposition scheme where temporal transform is followed by 
spatial transform; also known as spatial domain MCTF 
W temporal prediction operator 
x/y wavelet filterbank where x stands for the length of the low-pass filter 
and v for the length of the high-pass filter 
V 
3LS specific wavelet implementation using three lifting steps 
4CIF frame resolution of 704 x 576 pixels 
ACE autonomous content entity 
aceMedia Integrating knowledge, semantics and content for user-centred 
intelligent media services; the European Commission project under 
contract FP6-001765. 
aceSVC aceMedia scalable video coder 
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SNR signal-to-noise ratio; SNR or quality scalability 
SPA spatial scalability 
SVC scalable video coding 
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N ii 
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Vidwav MPEG's group for Wavelet Video Exploration 
VLC variable length code 
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1 Introduction 
With the expansion of video services, the need for video coding enabling seamless 
delivery for various displaying platforms is becoming acute. Intensive research 
activities on diverse algorithms for scalable video coding have been undertaken in 
the recent past. Currently, this technology is becoming mature and reaching a phase 
of wide commercial exploitation. However, it has become evident that many related 
problems are outstanding and need to be tackled if truly scalable video coding, 
offering high flexibility in scaling and thus meeting requirements for a broad 
spectrum of applications, is to be achieved. Flexibility of scaling is generally 
measured in terms of number of decoding points obtainable by simple truncation of 
the encoded video bit-stream, and the range that those decoding points span. 
Decoding points can cover many attributes of the video content that are scalable, for 
instance its quality, frame rate or resolution. A scalable coder supporting those three 
types of scalability is usually referred to under the term "fully scalable coder". In 
order to achieve good compression performance at all targeted points. and thus high 
video quality over available channels, special care must be given to the encoding 
stage. Besides the encoder's architectural aspects, the most critical part of a video 
codec is its temporal decomposition module. In scalable video coding temporal 
decomposition has to be flexible enough to support different decoding points as well 
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as to be easily manageable in order to allow for optimisation of performance on 
specific points. 
The information created in the transform part of the coding of a video can 
generally be classified into motion vectors, or the motion information, and the 
remaining spatial transform coefficients, or the texture information. It is well-known 
that texture information usually demands a significant portion of the bit-stream while 
motion vectors require just a small fraction. Scalable coding of texture information is 
a well-understood technology which has attracted most of the efforts of the research 
community over the past decade, while less attention has been devoted to scalable 
coding of motion information. However, at very low bit rates the ratio of 
motion / texture becomes significant and the need for scalable motion coding is 
apparent. 
The aim of the research presented in this thesis was to develop efficient 
temporal decomposition modules that provide a wide range of functionalities in a 
fully scalable video codec. For that purpose a focus has been on the development of 
the hierarchical and flexible motion model as well as on scalable motion coding for 
which new approaches have been developed. In this introductory section the 
applications, requirements and functionalities of scalable video coding are firstly 
reviewed, providing a practical reasoning behind the approach undertaken in the 
design of the presented framework. The subsection on the contributions of the thesis 
provides a summary of the presented work. 
1.1 Applications and requirements for video content adaptability 
and portability 
Developments in networking technologies and video coding in the last decade have 
enabled transmission of digital video over various networks. However, Internet, 
mobile wireless, broadcast, Video on Demand, wireless LAN and other applications 
and the corresponding clients have different demands on video quality and 
different 
conditions for receiving and decoding of a video. A conventional video coding 
system encodes a video sequence in a desired, fixed bit-stream that 
is adequate for a 
given application. Therefore, serving different clients requires transcoding of a given 
1 
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video sequence, which is not computationally efficient and may reduce video quality. 
Furthermore, particular applications, e. g., transmission over the Internet, can even 
change demands on video bit-rate during a single video sequence transmission 
session. 
Another solution lies in encoding of the content into many versions, each aimed 
for delivery to a certain group of receivers having similar decoding and display 
capabilities, which are then stored at the video server. As those two main traditional 
approaches do not provide at the same time a low-cost adaptation and rational 
storage requirements, a need for a new technology is evident. Scalable Video Coding 
(SVC) provides a straightforward solution for a universal system for video coding 
that can serve a broad range of applications. 
A typical scalable video coding chain consists of three main modules - encoder, 
extractor and decoder. The content is encoded only once by the encoder module, 
Figure 1. It outputs a scalable bit-stream and its associated bit-stream description, 
which can be interleaved within the video bit-stream or given in a separate stream. 
The resulting bit-stream is of the maximum required quality which can be quasi- 
lossless or even lossless. The example from Figure 1 also demonstrates how different 
spatial resolutions are interleaved in the bit-stream. While light blue bit-stream parts 
indicate lower resolution data, dark blue indicates additional data that is needed for 
higher resolution. The bit-stream can be truncated at multiple points. When low 
quality, but higher resolution is needed, bit-stream parts that are associated with both 
low and high resolution are truncated. On the other hand, when only low resolution is 
needed, the bit-stream parts related to high resolution are completely removed from 
the bit-stream. 
The main aim of the extractor is to truncate the scalable bit-stream according to 
the input scaling parameters and to generate the adapted bit-stream and its 
description. As bit-allocation tables are provided or appropriate tags are inserted in 
the bit-stream, the extractor is of very low complexity. The adapted bit-stream is also 
scalable and can be fed back into the extractor together with its associated 
bit-stream 
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Figure 1 Building blocks of a scalable video coding system. 
To demonstrate the practical capabilities of the SVC, in the following several 
potential application scenarios will be described in brief. 
An example of an application utilising SVC is the transmission of a single video 
clip to different platforms using adaptation. These multiple platforms can cover a 
wide range of receivers, starting from top-end. e. g. HDTV (high-definition 
4 
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television) and digital cinema, receivers to the low-end ones. e. g. for platforms that 
require lower bit-rates such as Internet streaming and mobile streaming. Also. 
different applications requiring some intermediate quality levels are possible. for 
instance surveillance video transmission to a number of different users and television 
broadcasting for different platforms. Application of SVC is also beneficial in the 
systems that do not rely on real-time transmission. For example. some parts of the 
bit-stream can be copyright-protected so that the access to those is granted only upon 
payment. In such application the high-definition quality and resolution layers of 
video need to be protected so that the preview made from the low-resolution layers 
can be accessed freely. If the user wants to see the high-definition version. a payment 
can be made upon which the rest of the content quality layers will be downloaded 
and/or unlocked. 
As the analysis of non-scalable compressed videos always requires some degree 
of decoding, and sometimes even transcoding, SVC can provide a base for faster 
analysis algorithms. For example, if a large database of video sequences is queried 
for a specific concept, low-resolution decoding can considerably speed up the «hole 
process. 
In some storage applications it is desirable to reduce the storage space for 
outdated content which is still potentially useful. With SVC this can be accomplished 
by performing selective degradation of the content, which results in reduction in 
quality and storage that is proportional to its recency - so-called "erosion storage" 
technique. This functionality can be utilised in surveillance systems. In the example 
from Figure 2 the full fidelity video, used for monitoring, processing and short-time 
usage, is intentionally degraded for the purpose of medium and long time storage. 
The applied degradation is in terms of reducing frame rate and frame size, with the 
purpose of a more economic utilisation of available disk space. Additionally to these 
long-term adaptations, in this scenario the adaptation can be performed in order to 
support other real time applications, for instance live monitoring and processing. 
While live monitoring requires video of lower frame size, processing requires a 
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Figure 2 Application of SVC in surveillance systems. 
tm, e 
An important property of scalable video bit-streams is embeddedness. This 
property is especially important for rate-distortion optimisation and error protection. 
When a content item is delivered within error-prone environments, unequal error 
protection can enable a more reliable transmission as parts of the bit-stream that 
carry most important information will be highly protected and therefore safely 
received [1], [2]. 
In emerging systems that provide intelligent content management, scalable 
video coding will play an essential role. For this reason scalable video coding is an 
integrated part of a system developed within the aceMedia' project [3], [4]. The 
focus of aceMedia is to enable all users to create, communicate, find, consume and 
re-use content. This is being achieved by application of advanced techniques for 
knowledge discovery and self-adaptability which enable content to be self 
aceNledia - Integrating knowledge. semantics and content for user-centred intelligent media services: 
the European Commission project under contract FP6-001765. 
6 
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organising, self annotating, self associating, more readily searched and adaptable to 
user requirements. The central concept in aceMedia is the idea of an Autonomous 
Content Entity (ACE), Figure 3, which consists of three layers - content. metadata 
and intelligence. Since an ACE has to be adaptive, the application of scalable video 
coding and advanced techniques that enable full flexibility are crucial for aceMedia. 





Figure 3 ACE - central concept of aceMedia project; [3]. 
Within the aceMedia system, scalable content coding will enable various 
functionalities including: 
- creation of thumbnails as previews of single content items or for 
generation of summaries, including albums or catalogues, 
- scaling of the image data to devices and users, including scaling in 
spatial resolution, 
- quality degradation to support portability, 
- content analysis. 
With the goal of enabling such requirements for video clips, a significant part of 
the project has been devoted to the development of aceSVC - aceMedia Scalable 
Video Coder. The work presented in this thesis has also been undertaken in that 
context and presented realisations are the integral part of aceSVC. 
7 
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1.2 Scalability functionalities 
In a scalable video coding system the adaptation of the video bit-stream has to be 
done in a low-complexity fashion, by simple bit-stream parsing. As the adaptation is 
performed by scaling of compressed video parameters. the scalable bit-stream has to 
be encoded in such way that the bit-stream parts are hierarchically encoded 
according to these parameters. Basic types of scalability or adaptation parameters are 
spatial (resolution), quality (often referred to as signal-to-noise ratio scalabilit\. or 
SNR scalability) and temporal (frame rate) scalability. The target of the development 
of aceSVC was to meet the requirements for these basic scalability types. In this 
work considered levels of spatial and temporal scalabilittil are limited with the 
employed dyadic transforms. In spatial scalability the encoded bit-stream enables 
extraction of sequence with frames of different resolution. For example, if the 
original sequences is of 4CIF resolution (704 x 576 pixels). then one level lower 
resolution is CIF (352 x 288) and two levels lower resolution is QCIF (176 x 144). 
Similarly, for temporal scalability extraction of one level halves the frame rate, e. g. 
from 30 Hz (or 30 fps - frames per second) to 15 Hz. An example of the original 
sequence and scaled sequences is shown in Figure 4. 
scalahi Iik 
Svc 






Figure 4 Examples of basic scalabilities. 
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Once the encoded sequence has been adapted. the lower fidelity sequence can be 
decoded. An example for combined scalabilit\ is also shown, which demonstrates all 
three basic scalabilities applied at once. In some applications additional scalability 
functionalities can be required such as complexity, region of interest (ROI) and 
object based scalability. Moreover, scalable video frameworks can be designed to 
support both progressive and interlaced material, variable colour bit-depths 
(including component scalability) and robustness to different types of transmission 
errors. 
1.3 Contributions and overview of the thesis 
The main focus of the research presented in this thesis was to develop flexible 
motion decomposition functionalities that meet the requirements of scalable video 
coding and extend the scalability range. 
Following the introductory chapter, Chapter 2 summarises the basic concepts in 
scalable video coding and introduces the structure of aceSVC. for which the 
developed modules have been tailored. In addition to the overview of basic 
architectures in SVC, the architectural concept of aceSVC is presented. 
Functionalities of the main decomposition modules - spatial and temporal 
decompositions based on wavelet transform are outlined. Also the developed bit- 
stream syntax is described, which is the base for fast adaptation. 
Chapter 3 focuses on the flexible temporal decomposition modules that have 
been developed with the goal of providing wide scalability requirements. Firstly the 
efficient prediction technique is presented, which is then used in two main motion 
compensation concepts - spatial domain and in-band. The developed scheme 
supports a wide choice of temporal wavelets, which enables flexible coding settings. 
Additionally, the recently introduced concept of motion driven spatial transform is 
extended to the application in in-band prediction steps, enabling efficient handling of 
intra coded areas in such decomposition. Further, the developed subpixel 
interpolation for aceSVC is described, followed by the description of the developed 
motion model which is based on a hierarchical block structure. Flexible modelling of 




certain form of complexity scalability in the encoder, the motion estimation module 
is highly parameterised. The developed optimisation technique provides high 
compression of video sequences under different adaptation requirements «hich is 
demonstrated in Chapter 4. Specific contributions of Chapter 3 include: 
- design of temporal prediction and update techniques providing 
support for application of different filters in temporal decomposition. 
- application of adaptive transform for in-band temporal filtering. 
- design of flexible motion model based on variable size blocks and 
supporting different motion precision values; the motion model is 
parameterised using tree structure that also enable layered motion 
coding, 
- algorithm for adaptive motion mode selection on all temporal levels. 
enabling a rate-optimised motion modelling, 
- evaluation of different wavelets for spatial decomposition in the 
context on their influence on temporal decomposition efficiency. 
In Chapter 4 the scalability and compression performance of aceSVC is 
presented. aceSVC has been evaluated for various demanding coding scenarios as 
defined in [5]. For that purpose special decomposition schemes have been designed 
and using the developed rate-distortion optimisation techniques all required test 
points have been met. The contribution of this section is 
- design of decomposition paths so that given decoding points can be 
reached using extraction from the single bit-stream. 
Further extension of scalability range has been achieved by scalable motion 
coding which is a focus of Chapter 5. Scalable motion coding is a new research topic 
and the research on methods presented in this chapter has been undertaken in parallel 
\\ ith ww ork of other research groups. Therefore, in this chapter more stress has been 
giv'cn to the discussion of other approaches on this topic and the evaluation has been 
performed between different approaches. Improvements to the existing methods arc 
proposed enabling optimal selection of scalable motion parameters. Also, a new 
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method for scalable motion vector coding based on precision limiting of motion 
vectors is introduced. Specific contributions of this chapter are: 
- design of low complexity method based on scalable coding of motion 
vector values for quality and spatial scalability scenarios; the method 
has also been enhanced by multistage motion estimation technique. 
- scalable motion structure modelling by evaluation of distortion in 
internal motion tree nodes after compensation which improves 
performance of the existing approaches for scalability of motion 
structure; 
- technique for motion search in temporal subbands 
for optimised 
motion scalability. 
The conclusions are summarised in Chapter 6. The list of author's publications is 
given in an appendix at the end of the thesis. 
2 Scalable video coding 
Scalable video coding has been recognised as a straightforward solution for universal 
video coding system that by means of low-cost adaptation of the encoded bit-stream 
can support a broad range of applications. Research on this topic evolved from 
different branches of video coding - wavelet based coding [6] -[ 11 ] and block-based 
video coding techniques used in video coding standards [12] - [14]. A combination 
of techniques for achieving scalable video coding based on wavelet transform for 
spatial decomposition and motion compensated temporal filtering (MCTF) for 
temporal decomposition, demonstrated exceptionally good performance [ 11 ] and 
aroused interest of a broader video compression community. The MPEG` 
standardisation body [15] identified applications that require scalable and robust 
video coding technologies and defined the requirements for scalable video coding 
[16]. The Call for Proposals on Scalable Video Coding Technology was released in 
October 2003 [17] defining the evaluation methodology and respective experimental 
conditions. 
Solutions based on the most recent video coding standard 11.264 / ; \VC [181 
were accepted as a base for a first video coding standard that \\ ill pro\ide 
full 
NIPEG - Moving Picture Experts Group; a working group of 
ISO IEC in charge of the de\ clopment 
of standards for coded representation of digital audio and ý 
ideo. 
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scalability. Currently its scalable extension is in finalisation stage [18]. [19]. The 
activities within standardisation bodies regarding tiv avelet video coding have been 
limited to the ad-hoc group on future exploration of wavelet video coding [20]. 
Research and development activities based on «avelet technology have been 
continued also alongside the standardisation process. Efficient 3D wavelet codecs 
that produce embedded bit-streams have been developed [11]. [21] - [23]. The 
common characteristics of these codecs are wavelet transform performed in the 
spatial domain, which facilitates resolution scalability, and MCTF that uses motion 
estimation and wavelet filter banks to remove temporal redundancy to provide 
temporal scalability. Important aspects of this technology have been adopted in the 
development of the aceSVC codec within the aceMedia project [4]. In aceMedia one 
of the main goals is to provide content adaptability functionalities vv ith the specific 
objective of development of new schemes for scalable coding, along ww ith 
development of a self-contained module to achieve cross media adaptation of ACEs 
and development of streaming tools for delivery of content and metadata in ACES. 
Work on content processing has mainly focused on research and development of a 
scalable video coder, aceSVC, which supports quality, spatial and temporal 
scalability achieved by a flexible adaptation of the encoding process to required 
decoding points. Recently, the Advanced Image Coding (AIC) activity of JPEG3 has 
started investigation on new advanced methods needed in image applications, in 
scope of which the wavelet based video coding has been presented to the group [24]. 
In the following sections the background on scalable video coding is 
summarised. Existing scalability features in video coding standards are presented. In 
addition to standardisation efforts, scalable video coding has been in the focus of 
development undertaken in the content processing part of aceMedia project. 
Techniques that enable scalability features, and temporal and spatial decompositions. 
as the basic components of the scalable video coding architectures, are brietl\ 
explained. The structure of a scalable video bit-stream that allows for 
fast video 
adaptation. is firstly explained at a high level. Specific implementation of acctiVC 
syntax is then described in detail. 
3 JPEG - Joint Photographic Experts 
Group; a working group of ISO! 1EC for compression of 
photographic images 
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2.1 Scalability in video coding standards 
Besides the emerging scalable extension of H. 264 / AVC. current international 
standards for video coding do not provide functionalities for full scalabilitic". 
Nevertheless, a limited degree of scalabilitý has already been supported b\ 
previously released standards. Table I summarises the a\ ailable scalabilit\ 
functionalities in these standards. The first layered coding approach has been 
included in MPEG-2, [25], which incorporates modes that support layered coding. In 
that approach, a signal is encoded into a base layer and a several enhancement la" ers 
that provide additional spatial, temporal. and/or quality information to the base layer. 
Specifically, in SNR scalability, the enhancement layer adds refinement data for the 
texture transform coefficients of the base layer. For instance, DCT (Discrete Cosine 
Transform) is commonly used as a texture transform. For spatial scalability, the first 
enhancement layer uses predictions from the base layer without the use of motion 
vectors. The enhancement layer in temporal scalability uses predictions from the 
base layer using motion vectors. 
Table I Scalability in video coding standards. 
Video codec Scalability supported 
H. 261, [26] - 
MPEG-I, [27] - 
_ MPEG 2' [25] 
layered (base layer and several enhancement 
layers); spatial. temporal. SNR 
H. 263, [28] - 
MPEG--h [29] layered and FGS: spatial. temporal, SNR 
H. 264 / AVC, [14] 
fully scalable extension currently under 
development 
Fine-Granular Scalability (FGS) is essentially SNR scalability is lhcrc in the 
scalable bit-stream the available decoding points are denser placed. It lea, " been 
adopted in MPFG-4 [291 in a way that the image quality of base-layer (non-scalable) 
14 
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frames can be enhanced using a single enhancement la\ er. The second layer is 
progressive and intra coded because motion compensation is performed only on the 
base-layer. Progressive coding is achieved by the embedded compression using DCT 
[13], where the embeddedness is based on bit-plane coding. Temporal-'S NR FG' 
achieves temporal scalability by including bidirectionall\ predicted frames (B- 
frames) only in the enhancement layer. 
At the moment H. 264 / AVC [14] is the most efficient video coding standard in 
terms of rate-distortion performance [30]. SNR results of H. 264 / AVC outperform 
those of other standards. It is a block-based (4 x4 DCT-like transform) system using 
efficient motion compensation (variable block sizes) and achieves high compression 
using efficient context based entropy coding (CABAC). Current standardisation 
effort in H. 264 / AVC is focused on its scalable extension. 
2.2 Basic techniques behind scalability 
As the work presented in this thesis has been done in context of wavelet based video 
coding, basic techniques behind scalable coding are here described ww ith a focus on 
the application of wavelet transform. The architecture of aceSVC, in its generalised 
spatio-temporal decomposition form, is depicted in Figure 5. Two main blocks that 
in video coding enable signal decorrelation suitable for compression are spatial 
transform and temporal compensation. In wavelet video coding the spatial discrete 
wavelet transform (2D DWT) can be used for the purpose of spatial decomposition 
of original frames or motion compensated frames. Temporal transform is performed 
by means of MCTF, which can be performed on the spatial subbands or on the 
original frames. MCTF uses motion information obtained in the motion estimation 
(ME) module. Depending on the order of applying these two main components, two 
basic architectures in wavelet video coding can be distinguished -t+ 2D (temporal 
transform followed by spatial transform) and 2D +t (spatial transform followed h\ 
temporal transform) schemes. In aceSVC both basic encoding schemes can be used, 
as N\ ell as the combinations of those tww o. \\ hick is realised b\ the module 
for 
decomposition path selection [--)'I ]. The order of appl% ing the decomposition stch,, 
defines a decomposition path, which in the aceSVC encoder is created according to 
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the input target points. The resulting subbands are then. by means of the subband 
selector, inputted to the standard video compression modules. for instance 
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Figure 5 Generalised SVC encoder architecture. 
Entropy coding is utilised to remove the remaining redundancy that exists 
in 
quantised wavelet Subband coefficients and motion information. 
Scalable motion 
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layer modelling can additionally be performed before the motion entropy coding. 
Compressed data is then organised into the compressed bit-stream according to the 
given requirements using bit-stream organisation methods de\ eloped for scalable 
coding [32]. 
2.2.1 Temporal prediction 
A great part of efficiency in video compression depends on proper exploitation of 
temporal redundancies. Since neighbouring frames in a video sequence are similar, a 
frame can be represented with data from already encoded neighbouring frames. In 
this process, which is called motion compensation, a significant part of the temporal 
redundancy can be removed. A frame that is being predicted is divided into motion 
units, each of which is associated with suitable descriptors of prediction - motion 
modes and motion vectors. Motion models are in this context used to define a 
prediction method for each motion unit, and also the configuration of the motion 
units themselves. The prediction descriptors define the mode of prediction - either 
the temporal prediction (inter modes) or spatial or no prediction (intra modes). 
Motion vectors, as descriptors of the displacements between frames. are associated to 
units in the inter modes. 
Block-based and triangular mesh models are popular representations of motion. 
In block models the motion units are of rectangular shape. Such models are used in 
all video-coding standards because the algorithms they are based on are of lo\N 
complexity. Although the most efficient motion compensation is utilised with smaller 
units, providing for higher precision in motion description, the balance between final 
motion and texture rate has to meet the target coding demands. Moreover, certain 
applications require robust coding that is less sensitive to possible errors that can 
occur in, for example, network transmission. Therefore some motion estimation 
techniques do not aim to find a motion representation that achieves tlhc best 
prediction at the encoder side, but rather aim for higher robustness of coded v ideo at 
the expense of the decreased coding efficiency [331. In this work, beside the targeted 
scalability functionalitics. high compression is sought c\clusi\ely, where the 
temporal prediction is the main tool used for that purpose. 
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In early video coding standards (MPEG-l. MPEG-2. H. 261.1-1.263) motion 
blocks are of fixed size (8 x8 pixels). Recently. a more efficient frame partitioning 
has been standardised in H. 264 / AVC. It takes advantage of ý ariable block sizes and 
enables more efficient motion compensation and overall video compression. 
However, in variable block size schemes the balance between the gain introduced by 
more precise motion estimation and the amount of data describing motion must he 
kept. The best motion representation can be easily achieved by using % ery small 
block sizes but this would then result in excessive motion data. Therefore. a goal of 
an encoder is to find the best matching motion constrained with the available bit 
budget. 
Variable size block models have been also applied in scalable video frameworks 
[11], [34], [35]. In [35] a motion model based on one applied in H. 264 is used, while 
in [I I] a variable size block matching [36]. in its refined version from [9] is utilised. 
With a goal to develop a flexible motion model that can be used for \ arious 
scalability scenarios, the work presented in this thesis incorporated tools from [91 as 
a starting point. A detailed description of the developed model as \\ell as its 
application in aceSVC is presented in Chapter 3. 
In order to provide temporal scalability, additional constraints related to the 
frame availability have to be considered in temporal prediction. This can generally be 
achieved by restricting temporal prediction to a certain frame subset. If temporal 
scalability is achieved by discarding selected frames of the high frame rate sequence, 
then those frames that will not be available at the decoder for decoding of the lower 
frame rate sequence must not be used for prediction at the encoder. Moreo` er, 
sequences of lower frame rate can be either defined as an original sequence 
downsampled in temporal domain, or as decimated approximation of the original 
sequence. In general. in both cases the lower frame rate sequence can be treated as a 
low-pass temporal signal if temporal prediction is understood as a part of filtering 
operation. Temporal decomposition, or temporal filtering. has 
been adopted as a 
generalised approach for achieving motion compensation and temporal scalability. 
Since the motion compensation can be regarded as motion aligned filtering, the 
ocneration of temporal prediction error 
is seen as high-pass filtering. It' d} adic 
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decimation is considered, then odd numbered frames in this process become high- 
pass frames (H frames), while the even numbered frames can be used Ior further 
temporal decomposition. Also, those even numbered frames can be updated. in terms 
of lifting operation of wavelet filters, in order to obtain an approximation signal of 
lower frame rate. In either case the even numbered frames are considered to be low- 
pass frames (L frames), hence the equivalence with filtering is drawn. Because of 
filtering along the motion trajectories, the process is MCTF. In the form it is 
described here, MCTF has first been developed for application on full frame 
resolution [8], [9], [37], [21]. Future approaches extended the application of N1CTF 
to different spatial subbands of input frames, aiming for enhanced decoding 
performance on lower resolution [22], [38], [40], [41]. While both approaches are 
applied in aceSVC and described in details in Chapter 3, in order to introduce basic 
principles in SVC, only the application of MCTF on the full frame resolution is 
considered in this section. 
In the MCTF process, higher depth of temporal decomposition can be achieved 
by iterative filtering of the previous temporal level low-pass frames. Depending on 
how many frames are used for temporal filtering, a parallel can be dra\\ n between 
specific wavelet filter banks and actual temporal decomposition setup. An example 
in which MCTF is performed using motion aligned filtering using Haar wavelet 
(filtering between two frames only) is shown in Figure 6. In this particular example 
four levels of MCTF are performed on the original frames, resulting in five temporal 
subbands. The lowest subband and its corresponding frames are labelled ww ith LLI. L. 
as the low-pass filtering has been applied four times. Four high-pass subbands are 
labelled with LLLH. LLH, LH and H. respectively for consecutive higher temporal 
levels. The number of "L" letters corresponds to the number of performed low-pass 
filtering stages necessary to obtain a specific subband. Regarding the temporal 
scalability. by performing filtering of T temporal decomposition levels, a basis 
is 
provided for embedded encoding of T+ 1 layers of different frame rates. In the 
example from Figure 6, a sequence 1w ith the lowest frame-rate can 
be obtained 
directly from the loww -pass. i. e., U LL subband. For synthesis of a sequence at the 
higher frame rate, in addition to the LLLL Subband. both LLLI-1 and the associated 
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motion information are needed. Generally, the process of video sequence synthesis 
follows the inverse MCTF (IMCTF) steps, from the lowest temporal level to the 
highest levels. 
Temporal decomposition can also be non-dyadic. which enables %\ider 
adaptation possibilities. Specific details about MCTF related to motion estimation. 










Figure 6 Four levels of MCTF and resulting frames / temporal subbands; each step of 
MCTF produces motion information which is together with the resulting frames 
needed for decoding 
2.2.2 Spatial transforms 
There are two categories of transforms commonly used in video and still image 
coding - discrete cosine transform (DCT) or DCT-like transform [42] and discrete 
wavelet transform (DWT). DCT is used in JPEG still image coding standard [43] and 
as a part of hybrid approach in several video coding standards. It is performed on the 
fixed size blocks the original frames are divided into. or motion-compensated 
prediction error frames and essentially is not resolution scalable. However, 
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scalability may be imposed on DCT-based video coding schemes using multi-scale 





















Figure 7 Block diagrams of basic decomposition schemes. 
Application of wavelet transform in video coding has been exhaustively 
examined, but so far it has not been employed as a spatial transform in video coding 
standards. On the other hand, it is an underpinning transform technique in the state- 
of-the-art JPEG2000 still image coding standard [45], [46]. In addition to excellent 
compression performance, wavelet transform facilitates a broad range of other 
tunctionalities, including scalability. For that reason it has been adopted in a number 
of scalable video codecs. In most of the proposed solutions it is applied as a 
separable transform. where two basic choices exist in regard to the order of 
dimensions in which the transform is performed. In at+ 2D scheme. which is a 
direct extension of the classical video coding techniques. firstly the temporal 
decomposition is performed. followed by the spatial N; atielet transform. Fiý, ure 7. a). 
Motion compensated frames are spatially decomposed (Figure 8), after which the 
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quantization and entropy coding are employed. As the MCTF is performed in the 
spatial domain, as opposed to the wavelet Subband domain. this scheme is also 
known as spatial domain MCTF (SD MCTF). Several codecs based on the t+2D 
scheme have been developed [11], [21], [34]. 
ýý ý^ý H 
ýý 
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Figure 8 Spatial decomposition in t+2D scheme is performed on temporal frames 
from Figure 6. 
While t+ 2D frameworks provide high texture energy compaction, their 
drawback is mainly in inability of providing satisfactory resolution scalability. Since 
the motion compensation is performed in spatial domain (on full resolution frames) it 
means that lower quality, resolution and temporal scale streams utilise motion 
information which do not necessarily represent the optimal block-matching decision 
for these particular scaled streams. This motion information will also be highly 
redundant for lower resolution applications. Therefore alternative approaches have 
been developed. 
In in-band MCTF (1B MCTF. 2D + t) approach. Figure 7. b), input frames are 
spatially transformed and then MCTF is performed on these transformed frames. 
122]. Additionally. after temporal decomposition further spatial decompositions can 
he applied on the lower resolution sequence. 
The critical point in such schemes is how to apply efficient temporal 
decomposition on high-pass spatial subbands. Although motion estimation and 
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compensation can be performed directly on such subbands. the lack of the shift- 
invariance of critically sampled wavelet transform prevents efficient compensation. 
Different approaches for solving this problem have been proposed [22]. [40]. [47]. In 
[22] an overcomplete representation of wavelet transform is used with a goal to 
enable shift-invariant spatial high-pass subbands representation and thus more 
efficient motion compensation. The corresponding spatial transform is complete-to- 
overcomplete wavelet transform (CODWT). Recently introduced in-scale NICTF 
approach [40] is also a type of in-band MCTF which efficiently combines prediction 
in spatial domain and spatial transform of predicted signal in order to predict content 
of high-pass spatial subbands. In-scale approach has been adapted to aceSVC 
architecture and is used in its flexible decompositions. In the rest of this work it is 
simply regarded as to in-band MCTF. 
Application of spatial transform before temporal decomposition al loww s for a 
higher degree of scalability in video coding since motion compensation is performed 
separately for different resolutions. This allows tuning of the motion information 
budget depending on desired resolution, i. e. tailoring of rate-distortion ratio for 
different decoding points. However, the drawbacks of this approach are that MCTF 
on spatial wavelet subbands cannot be as efficient as in the spatial domain and that 
motion estimation and compensation on multiple resolutions add additional 
complexity. 
2.2.3 Advanced architectures for scalable video coding 
Advanced architectures for scalable video coding have been developed as extensions 
of the basic t+ 2D and 2D +t schemes with a goal to enable better decoding quality 
with higher compression, as required by scenarios of scalable video coding 
application, e. g. 148]. In complex scenarios the decoding points, needed to be 
achieved by a scalable coding system. can be defined for several different spatial and 
temporal resolutions which have to be reached on low bit-rates. Therefore the 
optimised architectures have to be employed. Building on t+ 2D scheme, approaches 
using multilauer py ranmids with inter-scale N1CTF have been developed fier 
both 
11.264 / AVC [19] and wavelet systenms [441. In these schemes the application of 
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temporal prediction at several resolution levels has been proposed. In contrast to 
2D +t scheme, at each lower resolution as well as on the original sequence the 
t+ 2D scheme is applied and non-compensated frames as well as the residuals can 
then be additionally predicted between different scales in order to increase 
compression. These techniques fully support all basic scalabilities. As an original 
sequence is at decoder firstly downsampled into its lower resolution representation 
and then on each resolution MCTF is performed, this approach can be described as 
2D +t+ 2D scheme. 
On the other hand, in [49] a concept of generalised spatio-temporal scalabilit\ 
has been introduced bringing the idea of arbitrary combinations of temporal and 
spatial decompositions. This approach has been further formalised and developed in 
the aceSVC framework, as presented in [31]. Flexible ordering of spatial and 
temporal transforms is there represented in form of the decomposition tree and that 
approach is followed in this work. Decomposition tree structure represents order of 
spatial and temporal transforms, starting from the original frames which are 
represented by the decomposition tree root. Each transform creates two new tree 
nodes - for low- and high-pass subbands. Nodes associated to the high-pass temporal 
subbands cannot be subjected to further temporal decompositions. Also, nodes of 
high-pass spatial Subbands in the decomposition tree cannot be further split. The 
decomposition trees are used to represent t+ 2D and 2D +t schemes in Chapter 3 
and advanced decomposition structures in Chapter 4. 
2.2.4 Scalable video bit-stream 
Scalable coded data needs to be organised in the final bit-stream in a way that the 
extraction can be efficiently performed. Here the basic ideas behind the concept of 
scalable video bit-stream are summarised and in the following section a practical 
implementation is described. 
An example of scalable coded bit-stream is given in Figure 9. Fach group of 
pictures (GOP) consists of temporally and spatially decomposed frames. Contents of 
temporal low-pass frames (LLLL in this example) include embedded texture image 
data in different spatial resolutions. 
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Figure 9 Resolution scalability within the bit-stream. 
Each spatial resolution level is fine-granular, Figure 10, providing byte-precise 
extraction. It can be generally said that the more of the bit-stream is preserved in the 
extraction, the decoded sequence is of better perceptual quality. Besides this fine- 
granularity mode of operation, subband coefficients can be organised in layers that 
enable faster adaptation and application of content-agnostic tools such as [50]. This 
mode is also known under term Coarse Grain Scalability (CGS). Such layers are 
represented with labels Q I. Q2 and Q3 in Figure 10. Each higher quality layer 
provides progressively better quality of decoded sequence. 
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Figure 10 Quality scalability within the bit-stream. 
High-pass temporal frames (H, LH, LLH,... ) are also spatially transformed and 
organised in a same way as data that corresponds to low-pass frames. Motion 
information is the integral part of each high-pass frame, as illustrated in Figure 11, as 
the corresponding frames cannot be reconstructed without it. For this reason the 
motion vectors are placed in the same bit-stream segment as their associated texture 
data. Temporal scalability is then achieved simply by discarding the sets of high-pass 
frames, starting from the highest temporal level (H frames). 
Within this spatio-ternporal Subband transform framework, temporal and 
resolution scalability reduction levels are integer numbers. This only provides for 
coarse-grain scalabilit\', while fine degree of bit-rate scalability is achieved with 
embedded encoding of the wavelet subband coefficients. 
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Figure 11 High-pass temporal subbands in scalable coded video bit-stream. 
2.2.5 aceSVC bit-stream syntax 
In this subsection the aceSVC bit-stream organisation is presented. which is the 
output of the collaborative work on aceSVC. Its syntax has been developed with the 
goal to obtain a description of fully scalable bit-stream that offers fine-granular 
scalability through low-complexity truncation. Specific to aceSVC, the additional 
requirement has been to efficiently describe a bit-stream containing the compressed 
subbands pertaining to uneven spatio-temporal plane partitioning. The partitioning of 
the spat io-temporal plane is determined by a particular realisation of flexible spatio- 
temporal decomposition. It aims for decomposition strategy that minimises the bit- 
stream signalling overhead, while still supporting all required quality-temporal- 
spatial (QTS) decoding points. In the following. some important features of the 
aceSVC syntax are presented and the syntax elements are described in a form of a 
pseudo-code. 
The main parameters defined in the bit-stream header are summarised in Table 
2. The syntax elements that define sequence and frame dimensions are frame width, 
frame height, frame rate and the number of frames. These are defined for the 
original, i. e. encoded sequence, and remain unchanged in the extraction process. 
Quality and temporal reduction parameters from the header determine the temporal 
and spatial level of the specific bit-stream. For the original encoded sequence, these 
two parameters are set to 0. The concept of spatial and temporal scalability is in 
aceSVC directly related to the concept of the spatio-temporal node in the 
decomposition tree. where the decoder reconstructs the available nodes, and thus the 
available Subbands in a given bit-stream. by observing the values of these two 
parameters. 
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In addition to the mandatory parameters. aceSVC supports a %\ ide range of 
optional parameters and if some of those are not different to their default ' alues. their 
values are not included in the bit-stream. In the opposite case, these parameters are 
included in the header by firstly encoding the identification code (id) of a particular 
parameter which is followed by the parameter value. 
Table 2 Bit-stream syntax for sequence header. 
syntax element length encoding/contents 
header marker 4 bytes 0x31534D51 ("QMS I") 
header length 1 bytes unsigned integer (specifies length in bytes) 
mandatory parameters 
frame width 11 bits unsigned integer 
frame height 11 bits unsigned integer 
frame_rate_code 4 bits 
0 (reserved); 1 (23.679Hz); 2 (241-1z): 
3 (25Hz). 4 (29.97Hz): 5 (30Hz): 6 
(50Hz); 7 (59.94Hz); 8 (60Hz); 9 
(7.5Hz); 10 (12.5Hz): 11 (15Hz): 12- 
15 reserved 
tem oral reduction 3 bits unsigned integer 
s atial reduction 3 bits unsigned integer 
number of frames 18 bits unsigned integer 
op ional parameters 
repeat 
--- 
parameter id 6 bits Funsigned integer 
if parameter id == 0 then break 
o lional parameter length Table 3 
video content bitstream( Table 5 
The list of optional parameters, and their default values, that can be included in 
the aceSVC bit-stream header is given in Table 3. Besides the default entropy coding 
scheme for texture information (Embedded Zero Block Coding, EZBC [51 ]), for the 
performance analysis purposes aceSVC supports encoding of full precision texture 
coefficients ("raw subbands" option). This option is signalled by codec_mode 
parameter. Although aceSVC uses sliding NN indow approach for temporal 
decomposition (filtering across GOP borders). GOP size is a parameter needed for 
decoding since the entropy coding takes each GOP as an encoding unit. Also. it is 
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used for setting the limit for the number of temporal decomposition le\ els since. by, 
definition, there is at least one temporal low-pass frame per GOP when its frames are 
represented with a spatio-temporal decomposition tree. By default, the parameters 
temporal-levels and spatial-levels are set to the maximum possible in regard to the 
frame and GOP dimensions. They define the smallest frame size and frame rate 
available in the bit-stream, and are determined by the specified decomposition 
structure. Two processing parameters can also be defined, namely b\ setting 
overlapped_blocks and thresholded_update, respectively the application of 
overlapped blocks in motion compensation and the thresholding the MCTF update 
step can be selected. 
Table 3 Optional sequence header parameters. 
optional parameter 
arametar id 
length encoding/contents default value 
codec mode {I} I bit 
flag (EZBC, Raw 
EZBC 
_ subbands) 
GOP size 2 8 bits unsigned integer 32 
temporal levels {3} 3 bits unsigned integer rlo 2 GOP size)] 
[1og2(min( 
spatial-levels {4} 4 bits unsigned integer frame_width, 
frame hei ht))] 
motion la ers 5 3 bits unsigned inte er 1 
over] a ed blocks b 1 bit flag I 
thresholded u date 7 1 bits flag 0 
decomposition structure() length Table 4 t+2D 8 
An arbitrary decomposition structure that is specified for encoding has to be 
transmitted to the decoder in an efficient way. In the aceSVC bit-stream the 
decomposition scheme is described using recursive description that follows the 
decomposition tree structure. The top-down description approach is described in 
Table 4. For each decomposition tree node in \\ hich the actual spatial or temporal 
decomposition step is performed. a specific decomposition tN pe and corresponding 
transform method and decomposition filter are defined. For a node in which temporal 
transform is specified motion parameters are defined in one of its descendant nodes 
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that exists at the lowest spatial levels and at the same temporal level. This is related 
to the requirement that motion vectors are stored in the part of the bit-stream that will 
be available after extraction at all spatio-temporal points where they are needed for 
IMCTF. The existence of a motion parameters in a particular node is signalled by 
motionparampresent flag, which, if the flag is set, is followed by motion 
parameters. For each leaf node where the quality layers are specified, a number of 
quality points is encoded representing the number of texture information layers. 
Structuring the bit-stream into layers leads to a coarse-grain scalability. which serves 
the purpose of enabling the most basic level of manipulation of the encoded bit- 
stream. Fine-grain scalability requires additional logic for selecting the optimal 
truncation points with regard to the target bit-rate and spatio-temporal resolution. 
Table 4 Header description of the decomposition structure. 
sy ntax element 7 -length encoding/contents 
push root node into node queue 
while node_queue not empty 
pop current node from node_queue 
slit node I bit Fflag 
if split_node == 1 then for current node 
decomposition type 3 bits 




2 bits Filterbank, Lifting, Mdat Lifting, None 
decomposition_filter 4 bits Lazy, Haar, 1/2,1/3,9/7,5/3,22/14, 5/7,3LS, None 
else 
decom osition e= None 
motion aram resent I bit flag 
if motion_param_present == 1 then for current-node 
mb size 8 bits 4,..., 256 
mb levels 4 bits unsigned 
my recision 3 bits integer, 1/2,1/4,1/8,1/16,1/32 
my ran e 8 bits unsigned 
quality points present 1 bit flag 
_ if quality_points_present == 1 then for current-node 
num uali oints 8 bits unsigned (add +I to the read value) 
else 
num uali oints =0 
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The header is followed by the bit-stream units for each GOP in the sequence. 
Syntax of each GOP header and content is defined by Table 5. GOP header consists 
of the GOP size, which is expressed as the number of frames in a GOP. the order of 
quality layers in this GOP, and the byte-precise allocation tables describing locations 
and lengths of the portions of the GOP bit-stream that contain encoded wavelet 
subband coefficients. The number and the dimensions of subbands correspond to the 
temporal-spatio (TS) leaves of a decomposition tree that is derived at the decoder by 
using the information from the sequence header. One TS atom, i. e. TS part of the bit- 
stream, represents one quality layer of all subbands representing a particular spatio- 
temporal node. To obtain an economical representation of the byte lengths of the TS 
atoms, a simple variant of variable length coding is employed, defined in Table 6. 
Table 5 Video content bit-stream (video_content_bitstream( )) 
syntax element -- F-length encoding/contents 
GOP header 
GOP size I byte unsigned 
for i == 1 to total_num_quality_points 
quality layer order i 1b yte unsigned 
for each TS atom 
TS atom. quality_layerbytes [O] =0 
for i == 1 to TS_atom. num_quality_points 
to = adaptive to length Table 6 
if codec mode == Raw subbands 
TS atom. quality_layer_bytes[i] = tag 
else 
TS atom. quality_layer_bytes [i] = TS atom. quality_layer_bytes [i-1 ]+ tag 
if TS atom. is MV info node 
tag 
adaptive to 
length Table 6 
TS atom. MV_ bytes[i] = tag 
GOP content 
for each TS atom 
if codec mode == Raw subbands 
read raw subbands 
else 
for i=1 to TS_atom. num_quality_points 
TS atom. subbands TS atom. ualit la er b tes i 
if TS atoni. is MV info node 
TS atom. MV TS atom. MV b es i 
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Table 6 Variable length coding of TS atoms byte lengths (read_adaptive_tag( )) 
syntax element length encoding/contents 
num bytes 2 bits unsigned 
data 6 bits unsigned 
adaptive tag = data « num_bytes 
for i= 1 to num_bytes 
data 1 byte unsigned 
adaptive tag = adaptive tag + data « (num_bytes -i) 
return adaptive tag 
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scalable video coding 
The efficiency of temporal decomposition in SVC depends on a number of factors 
related to the applied motion model, motion estimation and temporal filtering. 
Temporal decomposition in video coding can be applied on low- or high-pass spatial 
subbands depending on spatial scalability and complexity requirements. These two 
requirements are considered in the specific design of the decomposition scheme in 
which temporal decompositions are then applied. Lifting implementation of wavelet 
transform enables motion-aligned filtering [21], [52] - [55], which is a temporal 
decomposition approach that is considered in the presented work. Lifting is 
performed as a series of prediction and update steps, resulting in low- and high-pass 
signals. The choice of temporal filters applied in video coding depends on the 
complexity demands that arise from filter length as well as on usefulness of applying 
longer filters. Filter length notation is defined as follows: if x. 1, EN and if a 
particular filterbank is denoted with .v 
/Y, then x stands for the length of the low-pass 
filter and jv for the length of the high-pass filter. Temporal prediction that uses only 
unidirectional prediction \\ ith and without update steps from single neighbouring 
frame can be realised using 1 /2 wavelet (\\ ithout update [56]) and Haar (2 2) \\ a` clet 
(ww ith update). The simplest bidirectional decomposition can be realised using a 1/3 
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filter. If an update is considered then a 5/3 filter can be used. All wavelets mentioned 
so far can be realised using one prediction and. if applicable. one update step. Longer 
filters such as 5/7 or 9/7 can also be used in temporal decomposition and are 
implemented in aceSVC. However, since they increase complexity and memor, ' 
requirements, their application will not be further discussed. Additionally. intra 
coded areas of a frame, which are not predicted from temporal direction, are not 
temporally filtered. However, since those areas are multiplied with a frame-NN ide 
lifting normalisation factor, for the sake of generalisation of temporal filtering 
notation it can be regarded that in this case a 1/1 temporal "filter" is employed. 
Temporal prediction of frames can be more efficiently achieved using sub-pixel 
displacement. For this reason, initial approaches that use only pixel accurate 
displacements between frames were enhanced by introduction of temporal filtering 
with sub-pixel accurate prediction [52], [54]. Furthermore, because of the nature of 
video frames, it is desirable to use adaptive choice of filters for different frame areas. 
In the following sections temporal filtering is described on frame and pixel 
levels. Specific prediction techniques for spatial domain and in-band MCTF applied 
in aceSVC are described. Adaptive spatial transform that relies on applied adaptive 
temporal decomposition is outlined for application in spatial domain MCTF. Based 
on this approach a variant of adaptive spatial transform is derived for application in 
in-band MCTF. Moreover, interpolation for subpixel accurate prediction is outlined. 
A flexible block-based motion model is presented. which has been developed 
following the requirements for highly adaptive coding providing extensibility to the 
scalable motion representation. The developed rate-distortion optimisation technique 
for temporal filtering is presented. At the end, the influence of spatial filters on 
temporal decomposition is shown. 
3.1 Temporal prediction 
Prediction in temporal filtering is a crucial step for obtaining high compression. 
Since the odd frames of one temporal level of the sequence are predicted from even 
frames, the resulting motion vectors are associated with the odd frames. If it is 
required, update step is performed on even frames, but in that case inN crted motion 
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vectors associated with the odd frames are used. In the following. the realisation of 
temporal filtering that uses one or no prediction and one or no update step is 
analysed. Specifically, the wavelets considered are 1/1.1/2. Haar. 1/3 and 5/3. 
An update step in general introduces higher compression by reduction of high 
frequency content from even frames. However, since inversion of motion vectors 
does not necessarily provide best match for frame averaging, unpleasant artefacts 
may occur in updated frames. These artefacts decrease the quality of a sequence 
decoded at lower temporal resolution since high-pass temporal frames are not 
available. Beside this, update introduces additional complexity in the coding and 
therefore is often omitted or performed in adaptive fashion [57]. 
In the following, prediction in temporal decomposition is explained at the pixel 
level. For the sake of simplicity, in Figure 12 the consecutive frames are represented 
as 1D signals. Each pixel in all frames is associated with motion mode and for inter 
modes with motion vectors for temporal prediction. In practical implementations a 
group of pixels (blocks) share the same motion information. 
Different modes associated with the pixels of odd frames are represented in 
Figure 12 as "I" for intra mode (no temporal prediction), "BP" for bidirectional 
prediction and "UP" for unidirectional prediction. Unidirectional prediction can be 
either forward prediction (prediction from the previous frames), or backward 
prediction (prediction from the following frames). In this example, as well as in 
aceSVC, only adjacent frames are used for prediction. In order to perform prediction 
of an odd frame at position (2 -k+ 1), a prediction signal is synthesised using its 
motion information. Corresponding motion vectors point to the even frames at time 
positions in set P. Set P is defined in the case of prediction from adjacent frames as: 
0. for intra mode 
{2k}. for forward prediction 
{2 k+ 21, for backward prediction 
{2 k. 2" k+ 2}, for bidirectional prediction 
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pixels 




f (i, 3) 
.f 
(i" 4) 
f(2. k) f(2. k+1) f(2-k+2) f(2. k+3) 
frame 
º- motion vectors 
3- frame pixels 
O- interpolated pixels 
Figure 12 Prediction of odd frames in a video sequence using motion vectors: fin 
this example represent original frames. 
Since the temporal prediction and filtering can be performed at various spatio- 
temporal points in the decomposition, frames can be more generally denoted as 
f, '1-1" (n), where s and t stand for spatial ant temporal resolution level, while 's and 
. 11 
ýT are a particular spatial (S) or temporal (T) subband. A subband can be either a 
low-pass (L) or high-pass (H). If a particular equation or figure is concerned only 
with single temporal or spatial level, and for single type of subband, then for the sake 
of simpler representation, the part of notation related to it can be discarded. 
Using this notation, the prediction operator can be denoted as 
W` }). which produces a prediction frame of the same dimensions as VnEt 
the frame that is being predicted. Elements cop(c) of the prediction frame at positions 
c of the prediction frame take the following values: 
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0, if[ (2 "k+1, c) is not predicted (intra) 
(n, c-mv), N= IPI, 'ff. L 
(2 k+1. c) is inter predicted N 
I-p 
where f(i, c) is a pixel of frame f(i) at position c, N= API is a cardinal number of set P 
and my is a motion vector that is associated with the pixel f(i, c). 
Such a prediction signal is used in both spatial domain MCTF, as well as in in- 
band MCTF. 
3.1.1 Spatial domain MCTF 
In spatial domain MCTF, temporal transform is performed on frames at full spatial 
resolution. One level of spatial domain MCTF is shown in Figure 13 using 
decomposition tree. Additionally in this example one level of spatial decomposition 
is performed on both low- and high-pass temporal frames. In decomposition tree 
nodes N correspond to spatio-temporal subbands, while operators T and S 
correspond to temporal and spatial decompositions, respectively, performed on the 
subbands in the related nodes. 
QCIF CIF 4CIF 
60 Hz 
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t-l. L cJ 
s. 
s .H ic. H s. H 
t-rL V t_-1, L 
Figure 13 Typical order of spatio-temporal decompositions in architectures using 
spatial domain MCTF. 
The temporal prediction step, i. e. motion compensation. for wavelets considered 
in the case of spatial domain MCTF is defined as: 
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f, 'L (2. k+l)=f(2. k+1)-W'ý({f1: (n)' 
-, ý-P 
f, `H (k) = KH f, `L (2 k+1). (3.2) 
where K}1 is a high-pass subband normalisation factor for a specific «aý elet. (3.1) is 
the prediction step itself, while (3.2) represents the generation of the high-pass 
subband. As the prediction step is equivalent to a motion compensation process. the 
resulting frames are also called compensated frames. 
As an example, relations (3.1) and (3.2) are applied on pixel f(2 "k+3.1 ) from 
Figure 12 as: 
f, `H (k+1.1)= 1 (fNLL (2. k+3,1)- [L (2. k+2,0)), (3.3) 
which corresponds to the Haar prediction. 
Compensated frames can be used for the update of even frames by using the 
inverted motion vectors [54]. The process of motion vector inversion applied in 
aceSVC is shown in Figure 14. If the original motion vector does not point to a pixel, 
it is shifted to a lower integer value in order to match the integer position in the even 
frame. In that case it will point to a sub-pixel position in the compensated frame. 
Since compensated frames consist of motion compensated content, possible 
interpolation that would need to be applied to get sub-pixel values can be avoided by 
additional rounding of inverted motion vectors (sub-pixel to pixel inversion from 
Figure 14). In general, various inversion techniques can be established by employing 
different rounding strategies of motion vector values, with only condition that the 
update can be inverted so the perfect reconstruction property is preserved. 
As a result of motion inversion, pixels in even frames can be unconnected (U) or 
connected. While unconnected pixels will not be updated, connected pixels wL ill be 
updated according to the corresponding connectivity. Connected pixel can be uni- 
connected (UC) or multiple-connected (MC). 
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pixels 
f (i. 0) 
f (i. 1) 
.f 
(i> 2 
f (i, 3) 
f (i. 4) 
I- ý(k) 
f, `FL'(k) f, ' _; L 
(k + 1) f, `H (k+1) 
frame 
-ý - motion vectors 
Q- frame pixels 
Q- compensated pixel 
- motion vector inversion 
inverted motion vectors 
sub-pixel to pixel 
precision inversion 
inverted motion vectors 
(integer precision) 
Figure 14 Motion vector inversion for temporal update. 
Samples of the signal used for update are: 
if fI L 
(2 - k. c) is unconnected 
/, (n. c+mv'), N= Uj, if f, L(2. k, e) is connected N 
, ýE u 
where mv' is the inverted and rounded motion vector and where elements of set U 
are indices i of compensated frames to which the inverted motion vectors point. 
The update step for spatial domain MCTF is then defined as: 
b77E1 
f! l (2-fI. LL(7'k) 
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where KL is the low-pass subband normalisation factor and au is the lifting factor 
defined for a specific wavelet. As an example, relation (3.1) is on pixel f(2 "k+2.0) 
from Figure 12. and according to the equation for the prediction step (3.3 ). applied 
as: 
f,; 'LL(2. k+2,0) = f, SLL(2"k+2,0)+ 
12f, `L`-(2. k+3,1), 
fs, ILL 
(k+1,0)=,, 
vF2 - f,, `LL(2. k+2,0), 
which corresponds to the Haar update. 
Since temporal decomposition has an influence on the result of spatial 
decomposition, their interaction is here briefly described. 
Spatial wavelet transform is in video coding traditionally applied in a fixed. non- 
adaptive manner. For any frame in that case the spatial decomposition is defined as: 
A, (fs. L) = {f_IL fs. H}. 
where current frame fs' L is transformed into the low-pass spatial approximation 
fS-I, L and high-pass spatial details f s' H. Recently, a way to adapt spatial transform 
according to motion information has been developed [31]. [58], which is especially 
beneficial when intra blocks exist in high-pass temporal frames f; H . 
The adaptive 
transform is in that case represented by: 
. 
As (f1: ) = {fs1. 
L f' f, " } 
where A, denotes adaptive analysis, establishing a connection between motion- 
dependant high-pass frame content and spatial decomposition leading to a better 
signal compression. Since such transform, as proposed in [31]. [58], takes into 
account motion information, it has been termed Motion-Drivenn Adapti\ e Transform 
(MDAT). Adaptation proposed in that approach is based on the separable lifting 
implementation of wavelet transform. Lifting enables adaptation of the transform 
taking into account spatial properties of a signal and is in video coding `g nerally 
applied on rows and columns of the frame separately. One level of ID \N avelet 
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decomposition using lifting can be viewed as a series of L lifting steps applied to 
input signal. In previous relations (3.1) and (3.4) for temporal decomposition. lifting 
uses up to 2 lifting steps. In that case there is one prediction and an optional update 
step depending on the chosen wavelet. In the case of transform of a frame this input 
signal, ao(i), corresponds to a row or a column of a frame f of a resolution Jf x Nor 
its s-th spatial low pass Subband (f s, L). For the case of m-th column of fs, L. the input 
signal is ao(i) =f, L(m, i), ic {0,..., N/ 2S -I}. The Iifting steps 1= 1..... L are 
performed as: 
(a, (k) -ar-i(k-1) +, 61 (k) -ar-i(k+1)). 
Ai are lifting coefficients that correspond to a particular wavelet filterbank. while 
al(i) and , ß, (i) are weighting coefficients, or connectivity values [311, introduced in 
MDAT to drive the adaptation of the transform. For non-adaptive transform 
al(i) =, 81(i) = 1. In this representation, even samples aL(2k) represent signal 
approximation, f -'. L (m, i) = KO " aL (2 " i), and odd samples aL(2k+1) correspond to 
the details f"H (in, i) = K, " aL (2 i+ 1), where Ko and K1 are normalisation factors 
defined for specific wavelet filterbank. 
Comparing to non-adaptive transform where frame coefficients are multiplied 
only by lifting coefficients (A'), adaptive transform performs multiplications with 
(A/ - al(l)) and (A, " ß(i)). In MDAT, the weighting coefficients depend on motion 
information. If motion modes are considered, the adaptation can be performed 
between intra and inter areas of the frame. The border between these two areas can 
be regarded as sharp edges and therefore application of adaptive transform enables 
better signal representation on such discontinuities. 
Motion block type parameter. pc {intra. inter}, defines if a frame pixel at 
coordinates (m, ii) is in intra- or inter-coded block. Transform based on this 
parameter is performed using a set of weighting coefficients, \ti hich are identical for 
all Iitting steps. VII aý m. n) = a(m, n) and 6Kni, n) _ /gym, n). The transform of rows 
is driven by follo\N ing vv Bighting factors: 
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a(m, n)= 
0, if, u (m, n) #p (m -1. n) 
1, ifjr(m. n)=, u(m-1, n)=, u(m+l. n)' 
2, ifp(m. n)=, u(m-l, n)#- p(m+l. n) 
ß(m, n)= 
0, if p(m, n) # p(m+1, n) 
1, if, u(m, n)=p(m+l. n)=p(m-1. n)' 
2, if, u(m, n) = p(m+1. n) /I(rn-1. n) 
with motion block type information scaled for lower resolutions 
,u 
S-s+c 1-c+c 
cs(m, n) =p n). 
where ,u are the motion modes defined for Y component samples of original frames, 
and 1uß are samples of a component defined with c at resolution level s, \\ here the 
original signal resolution level is S. The value of c depends on the subsampling factor 
between the processed components, c=0 for Y component and c=I for U and V 
(4: 2: 0 frame sampling). After the transform of rows, adaptive transform of columns 
follows the same concept. 
With weighting coefficients defined in this way, the transform of intra coded 
areas corresponds to their independent coding - borders between intra and inter 
coded areas are used as points for symmetrical extension of signals. The introduced 
computational complexity of the proposed method is low as only a few additional 
multiplications are introduced per lifting step. Since in this case the same motion 
information is available at both encoder and decoder, transmission of additional side 
information is not needed. In addition to better energy compaction, the proposed 
scheme introduces considerable gain when applied in scalable video coding. 
While in [58] the adaptation is proposed for decomposition at the border 
bet%N een intra and inter areas of compensated frames, in [31] the gradient of motion 
is also taken into account. To support such adaptation, new connecti\ itN -map 
decomposition has also been proposed in [31 J. 
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PSNRY = 30.77 dB 
PSNRt) = 34.32 dB 
PSNRV = 36.05 dB 
d) details for the fixed transform (b) 
PSNRY = 31.08 dB 
PSNRIJ = 35.22 dB 
PSNRV = 37.48 dB 
e) details for MDAT (c) 
Figure 15 Visual comparison of decoded frames at 5 12 kbps; 
frame 7 of the "Football" sequence (CIF. 7.5 fps). 
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a) Original frame with selected details 
b) fixed transform c) adaptive transform (MDAT) 
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The example presented in Figure 15 demonstrates improved decoding quality 
when MDAT is employed. The gain is introduced by taking into account borders 
between intra and inter coded areas in spatial transform for high-pass temporal 
frames. This approach is further extended to in-band approach. as presented in the 
following subsection. 
3.1.2 In - band MCTF 
The aim of in-band MCTF is to enable high quality performance on lower 
resolutions. Therefore in such schemes the spatial domain MCTF. i. e. MCTF on low- 
pass spatially decomposed frames, is performed on the lowest spatial resolution 
needed for high-quality decoding. In order to provide additional compression of 
high-pass spatial subbands, MCTF is also performed on those subbands. 
Although motion estimation can be performed in high-pass spatial Subbands, it 
cannot achieve good prediction because critically-sampled wavelet transform, that 
has been used to obtain high-pass spatial subbands, is not shift-invariant. Therefore 
an overcomplete wavelet transform can be used for prediction on low-pass spatial 
subbands of higher resolution and on full resolution. In aceSVC the prediction in 
low-pass subbands / full resolution is used, as will be described in the following 
paragraphs. 
QCIF CIF 4CIF 60 Hz 
S. 30 Hz 
- -ý ý- -- tL 15 Hz 
s -1, L sH 
t. L ,. 
L 
T 
Ic E{ I 
s 1. L sH 
Figure 16 Order of spatial and temporal decompositions for in-band MCTF. 
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Two special realisations of spatial and temporal decompositions are used for 
implementation of in-band MCTF in aceSVC: spatial-and-buffered (SS) provides 
both original and downsampled frames while resulting nodes in the decomposition 
tree hold low- and high-pass spatial subbands only; buffered temporal (BIT) enables 
compensation of high-pass spatial subbands using buffered frames of higher 
resolution. Figure 16 shows the basic decomposition path used for in-band MCTF in 
aceSVC. The first decomposition is spatial decomposition whose aim is to provide a 
sequence at lower spatial resolution s-1, where s is the full resolution. On such 
lower resolution sequence the prediction step of spatial domain MCTF is performed 
as in (3.1). More precisely, indices s from (3.1) correspond to indices s-I for the 
example in Figure 16. A schematic diagram of spatial domain for this case is shown 
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Figure 17 Frame prediction and compensation in spatial domain MCTF. 
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Figure 18 Frame prediction and compensation in in-band MCTF. 
The next step in the in-band MCTF is performed on spatial high-pass subbands. 
f, (2 k) f' (2 . k+l) 
The prediction, i. e. motion estimation and generation of prediction signal, is 
performed on sequence of higher spatial resolution. In the example in Figure 16, 
prediction is performed on full resolution. Details of this process on frame level are 
shown in Figure 18. In this specific case, two neighbouring frames are used for 
prediction. New operator is introduced here - spatial analysis with high-pass subband 
selection, A, " . 
Only high-pass spatial subbands are predicted in this step as the low- 
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f`"(k)=K As"(f`'L(2"k+1)-W {fý, L(n) I( 
)). 
which, since the employed operator , 
A5'' is linear. can be written also as: 
fv ,H (k) =Ky,, SH 
(f, '`, (2 "k+ }) - , 45" 
('Vi' ({f1: (n) l 
dE p}ý 
where prediction operator W' and set P are identical as in spatial domain MCTF. 
Although , 
AS" in this case can be applied directly to the compensated signal 
f,, L (2. k+ I)_ WI' ({tSL (n) it is implemented separately in order to allow for dneP 
motion driven adaptation during decomposition, as will be later seen. 
For in-band scheme, aceSVC does not support MCTF update option as the 
update step is useful only in quality scalability scenarios and is incompatible with the 
requirement for combined spatial and temporal scalabilities, which is a primary 
target of the in-band scheme. 
Additional levels of temporal decomposition in such in-band schemes can be 
performed on low-pass temporal subband, for both low- and high-pass spatial 
subbands. On all temporal decomposition levels, additional spatial decompositions 
can be performed on high-pass temporal Subbands of low-pass spatial Subbands. In 
that case motion adaptive spatial transform can be used. In previous approaches [38], 
[40] the application of motion adaptive spatial transform has not been analysed in 
context of in-band MCTF. Here a new scheme that takes advantage of motion 
information while performing spatial decomposition is proposed. 
Spatial transform is applied in in-band schemes for several purposes. Firstly, 
spatial transform has to be performed on original frames in order to obtain sequence 
at lover resolution and high-pass spatial subbands for in-band MCTF. Secondly , 
after application of required number of temporal decomposition levels, spatial 
transform is used to further decompose low-pass spatial subbands, both high- and 
low-pass temporal subbands. In this case. the same approach for adaptation can he 
used for decomposition of high-pass temporal subbands as in spatial domain NICTF, 
as MCI'F at the lowest spatial level within in-band MCTF is essentially identical to 
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spatial domain MCTF. Third application of spatial transform in in-band \1CTF is 
within in-band prediction step. While .A 
(f, jL (2 .k+ 1)) actually falls into the first 
category of spatial transform (high-pass Subbands resulting from downsampling). the 
second term ,, 
45" (WP ({f(n)ý }) is formation of prediction signal for high-pass 'dneP 
) 
spatial subbands. Since the synthesis of the prediction signal in the spatial domain is 
driven by motion information, the prediction signal is structurally motion dependent. 
Therefore high-pass filtering of prediction signal can be motion adaptive. i. e. the 
prediction step of in-band MCTF can be expressed as: 
f". H (k) =K "H (f; (2. k+ l))" I W" 
({(n)I l)rH 
,L `rL V nEP 
Relations that drive the adaptation using lifting are in this case identical to those 
for t+ 2D scheme with the difference that the actual adaptive transform is applied to 
the prediction signal (not to the compensated frame) and for only one level of spatial 
decomposition. 
In-band scheme with MDAT has been implemented in aceSVC. The test has 
been performed on the sequence that consists of large number of areas that cannot be 
efficiently compensated. These areas are in motion estimation process marked as 
intra coded areas and the actual compensation has been performed using fixed 
transform and MDAT in in-band MCTF schemes. Since fixed transform cannot 
efficiently represent prediction for high-pass spatial subbands, the proposed approach 
using MDAT achieves a significant gain, Figure 19. 
In Figure 20 one frame of the decoded sequence is displayed, showing the 
obvious visual difference between applications of adaptive compared to the fixed 
transform. The amount of visual artefacts depends on the amount of intra blocks. 
Mhich for this particular example of fast moving scene is high. For systems that use 
fast ME and in ww hich accurate prediction is not possible, this solution is beneficial as 
there \\ ill be many intra blocks representing the frame areas. On the other hand if a 
sequence does not have intra blocks, the MDA F scheme presented here does not 
ha\ e influence on the overall compression. 
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Figure 19 Decodin` results for in-band compression of sequence with 
high amount 
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a) fixed transform 
b) adaptive transform 
Figure 20 Visual comparison of sequence where in-band scheme uses fixed or 
adaptive transform; decoded frame 93 of the "Soccer" sequence. 
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3.2 Subpixel interpolation 
Subpixel accurate MCTF introduces a significant coding gain in scalable 3D wavelet 
video coding. As in conventional non-scalable coding, temporal prediction can be 
performed more efficiently if specific areas from reference frame are interpolated. 
Although fractional values of motion vectors in that case increase motion bit-rate, the 
loss in the total bit-budget is lower than the gain introduced by a more accurate 
prediction. Even if the encoder performs pixel accurate motion compensation, lower 
resolution decoding in t+ 2D decomposition can benefit from interpolation as the 
motion vectors that are of integer values at the original scale can acquire fractional 
values at the lower scales. 
For both t+ 2D and 2D +t schemes in aceSVC, the prediction signal for 
temporal decomposition is formed in the spatial domain. Therefore the same 
interpolation approach can be used for both schemes. Following the approach from 
[54], in this work the interpolation based on sine functions has been adapted. 
Sine interpolation can be performed as a separable filtering process, so that a 
frame or a block can first be interpolated in a horizontal direction, and then in a 
vertical direction. I -D interpolation takes into account contributions of the nearest 
samples and these are proportional to sin(t) / t, where t is the distance between the 
interpolated sample and the original sample. 
To avoid computational cost of highly accurate sine filters and the annoying 
visual artefacts of the truncated sinc filters, in image/video coding it is desirable to 
use windowed sinc interpolation. As in [54], the Hamming window has been used. 
For each fractional position p, a different interpolation filter is utilised, 
bP = 
[ii, (-T12 + l),..., h, 1 (T12)]. which can consist of different number of taps T. 
Required pixels are interpolated as: 





ICE ýýý- (hiJ10.1[jJ+tl)), 1=-T%2+1 
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where I' is an intermediate interpolated value after interpolation in the horizontal 
direction, f is the final interpolated value, while i and j are subpixel coordinates. 
Figure 21 shows an example of pixel interpolation using these relations with the 
supported accuracy of 1/4. Example from Figure 21. a) corresponds to the operation 
performed on either encoder or decoder at the original resolution. When decoding at 
lower resolution in t+ 2D scheme, higher accuracy is needed - in this example this is 
1/8. If the decoder does not support interpolation at higher precision. a pixel 
interpolated at the decoder will be misplaced. Figure 2l. b) shows an example of such 
situation, where the fractional part of the horizontal coordinate is rounded from 1/8 
to 0. 
The main difference from previous application of interpolation filters in SVC is 
that interpolation filters used in aceSVC support wide range of fractional positions of 
the interpolation samples. In this way, a wider choice of subpixel precisions can be 
selected and also for the decoding at lower spatial resolution in t+ 2D 
decomposition, higher precisions are supported, i. e. the misplacement problems 
demonstrated in Figure 21 . 
b) are avoided. 
0- available samples for pixel irriterpolation 
Q- samples that are not available at the lower resolution 
" samples obtained by horizontal interpolation 
0- final interpolated samples 
1/4 
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a) Encoder: interpolation of a pixel at 
- horizontal interpolation 
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b) Decoder: interpolation of a pixel of 
tractional positions (1 / 8,1 / 4) where 
tractional positions (I / 4,1 / 2) rounding to the original resolution 
precision is used: (I / 8.1 /4) -> (0.1 /4) 
Figure 21 Subpixel interpolation. 
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In the context of decoding at lower resolution in t+ 2D decomposition scheme. 
the problem of spatial support in interpolation has been recognised [59]. At the 
decoder. the interpolation should ideally capture the same content features around the 
subpixel to be interpolated, as the interpolation at the encoder. Therefore. 
interpolation can use a filter with fewer taps in order to cover the same area. If at the 
original resolution r=0 the number of taps is To then for synthesis at any resolution 
level r the interpolation is adapted using Tr = To / 2' taps. Results reported in [59] 
show improvements for sequences with smooth motion. for decoding at lower spatial 
resolution. This is due to reduced ringing artefacts, that are originally introduced by 
long interpolation filters. The important feature of the proposed approach is the 
reduced decoding complexity since for lower resolutions these support-adaptive 
filters are shorter than non-adaptive ones. 
The importance of interpolation with high-accuracy, as implemented for 
aceSVC, is also demonstrated in Chapter 5 where decoding on lower resolution with 
increased subpixel accuracy for t+ 2D scheme is used. 
The following test demonstrates the influence of subpixel accurate motion 
compensation. Test sequence "Crew" at CIF resolution has been encoded using 
different subpixel accuracies of which the PSNR results at several bit-rate points 
decoded from the same bit-stream are displayed in Figure 22. It can be observed that 
PSNR reaches maximum values for 1/4 motion vector precision, since increasing 
precision to 1 /8 actually degrades the performance. The reason for this decreased 
performance for higher precision is that the performance gained due to the increase 
in precision, and the corresponding precision of block-based prediction, is 
diminished by the additional amount of the motion vector data that has to be 
transmitted. It should be also noted here that by enhancing motion vector precision. 
the complexity of motion estimation is significantly increased. Higher complexity is 
due to additional motion search positions and their interpolation. On the other hand, 
the complexity of the decoder is the same for any subpixel accuracy as the 
interpolation filters, if the number of taps is kept the same, are of same complexity 
for all subpixel positions. 
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As in standard non-scalable coders the performance of scalable aceSVC coder 
regarding motion vector precision is usually optimal for 1/4 precision. For example. 
1/4 precision is also used in H. 264 / AVC as the default setting. However, for 
specific content and decoding requirements. in aceSVC different precisions can be 
used in order to meet given requirements. 
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Figure 22 Comparison of the impact of motion vector precision on the compression 
performance. 
3.3 A flexible block-based motion model in aceSVC 
Popular motion models are based on motion units of rectangular or triangular shape 
[60]. In aceSVC the basic motion units are macroblocks (MB), which cover a frame 
that has to be motion compensated, Figure 23. a). The size of macroblocks can be 
chosen so that a macroblock covers a larger frame area (e. g. 64 x 64 or 128 x 128 
pixels). As frame dimensions are generally not multiples of macroblock dimensions, 
parts of macroblocks may lie outside the frame (e. g. MB2., and MB;, 2 in Figure 23. a). 
Partitioning of a frame into macroblocks is a first step towards the main 
objective - 
finding an optimal partitioning of the frame, by partitioning each 
macroblock into smaller motion blocks, so that required coding efficiency can be 
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achieved. In the selection of the macroblock size, two facts have to be considered. 
Firstly, the smaller the macroblocks are, the more precisely the motion between 
frames can be described, and consequently the better prediction can be obtained. 
However, this increases the average bit-rate of the motion vectors. which is the result 
of no further partitioning of the macroblocks. On the other hand, if larger 
macroblocks are used, this is beneficial for sequences, or segments of a sequence, 
containing panning motion, or a static background. As each motion block possesses 
motion properties, e. g. motion vector values, that have to be included in the 
compressed video bit-stream, avoiding MB splitting can be beneficial for 
compression. But, in the situations where the estimated motion is complex. this 
potentially can cause an excessive amount of bits spent for describing the partition. 
Therefore, in order to have a uniform motion model, a compromising decision has to 
be made on the macroblock size, which is usually done on per-sequence basis. In 
Figure 23. b) an example of frame partitioning is shown where it is demonstrated that 
MBs in static or smooth panning areas are not divided. Optimal partitioning is 
decided in the motion estimation process. 
Partitioning of MBs used in aceSVC is based on regular division of MBs into 
four square blocks, which can be further divided using the same principle. The 
division is described by the tree model, as shown in the following subsection. 
Partitioning of basic motion units is also important property of motion model applied 
since it allows for imposing a layered motion structure. Although the following 
discussion focuses on block-based models, it can be extended to different shapes of 
motion units. 
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MBc, 0 MBo,, MB1,2 
MB, MBi iT MB1. ^ 










- MB borders 
®- effective MB 
- MB outside the frame 
a)frame partitioning into macroblocks 
b) macroblock partitioning into smaller 
blocks depending on frame content 
Figure 23 An example of frame partitioning into macroblocks MB,,, and blocks. 
3.3.1 Motion tree structures 
Partitioning of basic motion units, macroblocks, into smaller blocks is defined by a 
quadtree structure associated to each macroblock of a frame that has to be motion 
compensated. A quadtree T is a set of nodes, which can be partitioned into four 
subtrees - its subsets, each of which is also a tree. It can be defined recursively with 
the following relation: 
T{"(")} =rUIT 
jP(r), Oj UT {P(r). l} UT' P( r), 2U Tl "(r). 3} 
} 
Node r" is a root node of a current tree T{"(')} and P(") defines uniquely a path from 
an initial root node R to the current tree root. R is a root node of the initial tree that is 
not a subset of any other tree, and can be represented with T'°'. The path consists of 
branches that can be understood as connections between nodes. Each branch is 
labelled ww ith a number i=0..... 3. so that the path is defined as a sequence of these 
labels required to reach a particular node. The depth cf of a node r in the tree is 
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defined by the cardinal number of P(r), d=I P(r)I. and represents the tree level 
distance from the initial tree root R. 
A tree root R is assigned to a whole MB, as in Figure 24. and the roots of r'' 
subtrees are associated with four blocks this MB is partitioned into. In the example 
from Figure 24 the subtrees consist of only one node (root node), which is indicated 
as T'`` = rl''. In Figure 25, further partitioning of blocks is shown for the case of 
MBj, () from Figure 23. In the following some definitions concerning the motion 
quadtrees will be introduced. 
root node, R 
a) 3D view 
0 1 2 3 
T=RU{T: "; UT:: UT; 'ýUf'ý) T{': =(r'J 
b) 2D view 
Figure 24 Partitioning of a MB into 4 blocks described by the tree structure. 
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0.1)r{u. o. 2) 
rt0. 
O. 3 
b) 2D view 
Figure 25 Description by tree structure of partitioning of MB1.0 from Figure 23. b). 
Each final motion block, found in the process of motion estimation, that is used 
in MCTF corresponds to a tree leaf, which is also referred to as an external node. All 
other motion tree nodes are internal nodes. As some MBs lie partially outside the 
frame, some leaves are associated with blocks that are outside the frame area, Figure 
23. These nodes are referred to as empty nodes and an example of a tree that has 
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........ - branches to the empty nodes 
Figure 26 Tree structure for the MB2.2 from Figure 23. 
Node r, is a child node of node rp if {P(rp), i} - P(r, ), for any node r,. where 
iE; O, 1,2,3 }. Node rp is a parent node of nodes r, for all such i. The size of a tree 
can be reduced by pruning, i. e. by removing the subtrees, Figure 27. TB is a pruned 
tree of the original tree TA if 
RA=RBand T13cTA . 
Motion properties of each final block of a frame are associated with leaves of the 
trees, except for empty nodes. These motion properties basically refer to the motion 
compensation modes and motion vectors. They can also include different distortion 
measures used at the encoder, various tags needed for layered representation and 
other parameters required by the codec. 
R R. RB 
initial tree, T, 
pruned tree, TN 
l11ý 
Figure 27 Initial and pruned trees. 
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3.3.2 Motion syntax 
Motion parameters that define motion compensation and coding of motion 
information are motion vector precision, motion vector range, macroblock size. 
maximal depth of motion trees and motion tree parameters which include motion 
block parameters. Scalable coding can be imposed on a motion tree structure and 
motion vector component values. In aceSVC motion tree parameters are therefore 
defined in a way that scalable coding can be used. 
In a non-scalable scenario the estimated motion tree is used in both MC and 
inverse MC, so that the tree structure and motion vectors associated to tree nodes are 
equal at both encoder and decoder sides. The motion tree parameters in this case 
include quadtree structure description, which can be completely represented with 
decisions on node splitting, and parameters of tree leaves / blocks - block mode 
(intra, inter and subclasses of inter mode) and motion vector values (one or two pairs 
for each inter block accordingly to the inter subclass). Node splitting parameter is a 
binary value that defines if the current node is an internal or external node. This 
parameter has to be transmitted for each tree node, except for the leaf nodes. 
If scalability is imposed on the tree structure, motion tree layers have to be 
defined so that motion compensation uses Ti. sI tree and the inverse motion 
compensation uses one of To,..., TLS_ I trees, where LS is number of layers. For these 
trees holds: 
To cTI c... cTLS- I. 
Motion tree layers MTL are then defined as 




if i= {1,..., LS-1}. 
MTLo is a base tree structure layer, and MTL;, i>0, are enhancement layers. The 
base layer is encoded as a non-scalable motion tree structure. Motion tree TLS_ y is an 
initial tree and is used in motion compensation. 
Connection between enhancement layer MTL; and the previous layer MTL, .1 
is 
realised using a binary node growing parameter. It describes if an external node 
from 
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layer MTL; 
_I 
is a root node for a subtree in MTL, layer. Other motion parameters that 
exist in the base layer are also specified in enhancement layers. An example of 
scalable motion structure is shown in Figure 28, for 3-layer tree structure. 
a) Macroblock partitioning 
UTZ 
QS - internal nodes of T2 
0- external nodes of T2 
MTL1 
MTL2 
b) Corresponding motion tree 
Figure 28 Layered motion structure. 
Other way to impose scalability on motion is by precision limiting of motion 
vector values. In that case two types of layers exist - base layer that contains 
precision limited values and refinement layers that consist of higher precision bit- 
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planes. Full-precision motion vectors are used for motion compensation. while 
decoder can use motion vectors of any precision. This topic will be further discussed 
in Chapter 5. 
3.3.3 Motion modelling and rate-distortion optimisation 
In this section the developed algorithm for rate-distortion optimisation of motion in 
aceSVC is presented. The main purpose of motion estimation is to find suitable 
motion displacement vectors that facilitate efficient compensation. Also, it must be 
driven by an optimisation algorithm that controls the balance between different 
motion partitioning and modes with respect to motion and texture rates. Such 
optimisation algorithm is of crucial importance when motion models with variable 
block sizes are used, as in aceSVC. However, since in fully scalable video coding 
besides targeted decoding rates all other rates must be available, the motion rate 
optimisation can negatively influence the performance in those remaining points. 
Since this problem in certain cases, for instance low bit-rates, can be tackled by other 
compression techniques, such as scalable motion coding as will be described later, 
the presented algorithm is designed to support various values of corresponding 
parameters. This provides adaptation to different requirements and mainly depends 
on the content of the targeted sequence and targeted decoding points. Besides the 
architectural part of the codec that enables an arbitrary decomposition path selection, 
the algorithm for motion optimisation is the second most important module that 
defines the overall video codec performance. 
Although the algorithm presented here is for the sake of clarity described as 
applied at the original resolution, in aceSVC it can be used in motion estimation at 
any scale. It is also used when hierarchical motion estimation is performed at several 
spatial resolution levels. Moreover, for situations where in-band MCTF is needed, 
aceSVC also uses the presented algorithm at multiple resolution levels. 
Motion modelling and the associated rate optimisation take place in motion 
estimation module of the encoder. Since the motion model is based on 
hierarchical 
blocks. besides block modes and motion vectors. motion estimation also determines 
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macroblock partitioning. All these elements influence the resulting motion rate as 
well as the overall compression performance. 
In fixed rate coding the motion rate is optimally allocated using advanced \ ideo 
rate control techniques [30]. The corresponding algorithms have also been proposed 
for application in SVC, [9], [54]. All these techniques focus on motion rate allocation 
in environments with variable block sizes and have therefore been considered in the 
design of the proposed algorithm. Since the flexibility of the motion model in 
aceSVC enables wide range of settings, the developed algorithm for motion 
modelling follows the structure of the underlying motion model. 
The main goal of the optimisation algorithm is to find the relationship between 
the rate of the motion information and corresponding distortion introduced to the 
frame to be compensated. In that way the algorithm is content adaptive but so is the 
resulting motion rate. This can pose a problem if the resulting motion rate is above 
targeted overall rate for transmission, which can be addressed in two ways. Firstly, 
before encoding the Lagrangian multiplier A can be adjusted in order to meet the 
underlying requirements and thus to increase the resulting distortion while 
decreasing the rate of motion information. Alternatively, motion scalability can be 
employed, where the motion information of required precision is selected and 
preserved. 
For a given motion estimation stage, the goal is to jointly minimise the 
distortion D and motion rate R for a given frame that needs to be compensated: 
min(D+A. R). (3.5) 
I sere J=D+A"R denotes a Lagrangian cost function for a given frame. In order to 
decrease the complexity of such global frame-wise optimisation. it is common to 
break the optimisation into processing of smaller units, and thus perform a local 
optimisation. It is therefore assumed that (3.5) can be broken into macrobtocks MB;: 
min(D+A R)=n in ý(Di+A 1Z, 
i 
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where i denotes coordinates of a macroblock in a frame. As the motion vector values 
are coded in a predictive fashion, the final frame rate R depends on the coding order. 
For this reason the Lagrangian cost function for each macroblock. J; = Dý + 
has to be accurately predicted. Since motion rate R; of each macroblock depends on 
the previously encoded macroblocks, the optimisation order has to folloxý the coding 
order. Calculation of distortion D; of each macroblock depends on the selected block 
modes within the macroblock. In aceSVC the block modes within the macroblock are 
adaptively chosen in such way to minimise J;. 
The optimisation at macroblock level follows the recursive algorithm which 
adaptively chooses modes for the corresponding blocks. Before the algorithm is 
described, the motion rate elements are defined in the following. 
The available block modes depend on the chosen temporal wavelet. Supported 
modes are: 
- bidirectional mode, BIDIR, prediction by averaging signals from both 
previous and subsequent frames; requires two motion vectors per block; 
- unidirectional modes; require one motion vector per block, 
- forward mode, FORW; prediction from previous (forward) 
frame, 
- backward mode, BACK, prediction from subsequent (backward) 
frame, 
- intra mode, INTRA, without prediction. 
Modes available for optimisation depending on applied temporal wavelet are 
summarised in Table 7. The modes from Table 7 are available for all frames to 
be 
predicted, except for the last frame at the particular temporal level and 
for intra 
frames. Intra frames are those frames that cannot be predicted from both directions. 
The last frame in the selected temporal level can be predicted only from previous 
frames. The prediction across GOP boundaries is enabled. which is realised 
by a 
sliding window approach. 
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Table 7 Motion modes and associated codes for different «avelets in temporal 
decomposition. 
motion mode 
wa l t ve e 
BIDIR FORW BACK INTRA 
availability - -4 x/2 
e. g. Haar 
code - 1 - 0 
availability - 
x/n, n>2 
e. g. 513 
code 1 00 010 Oll 
Depending on wavelet chosen for temporal decomposition, different codes are 
associated to the modes. The codes are also displayed in Table 7. For wavelets for 
which backward (including bidirectional) prediction is not supported, only t\\ o 
modes are possible - intra and forward mode. Therefore the mode can be signalled 
with one bit. For other cases, where all modes are supported, variable length codes 
are designed. The design of these codes depends on the expected probability of a 
certain mode. For example, intra mode is in general least probable and is therefore 
coded with 3 bits ("011 " from Table 7). On the other hand. bidirectional prediction is 
a usual result of the optimisation process and therefore its code word consists of one 
bit only ("I" from Table 7). Estimation of the encoded motion value rate follows the 
principles of the motion coder, Subsection 3.3.5. Additional elements contributing to 
the motion rate are the node splitting flags which describe macroblock partitioning. 
The node splitting flag is associated with all levels of motion trees except the 
lowest 
level of the tree, where nodes cannot be split. 
The distortion cd for each compensated block B2-k+ 1(0) from (2 - 
k+ 1)-th frame 
is calculated taking into account corresponding block in i-th reference 
frame NNhich is 
shifted by motion vector mv: 
d (mv) = lB, k+I 
(0) -B (mv-)`r . 
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where p is usually chosen from i 1,21. Since both choices give similar results. in 
aceSVC p=l is selected as the default option because of its loý\ er cornpiexit\ . As 
the distortion equivalent for intra modes, i. e. uncompensated blocks, the following 
measure is used: 
dintra _ B2k+l-b ,l 
7lP 
where b is the average pixel value for the given block and I is the unit matrix. 
Block matching and mode decision (BM) are performed according to the 
following steps: 
- Step BM. I - Block matching 
Motion estimation is performed for the current block. Estimation consists of t« o 
independent steps - estimation of forward and backward motion vectors, if 
temporal wavelet allows for bidirectional motion. Otherwise only forward 
motion vector is estimated. For each direction a motion vector is selected taking 
into account the distortion, i. e. the prediction residual, as \\ ell as the 
corresponding motion rate: 
mvn, =argmin(d(mvn, ) +2 r(mv )), 
mv,,, 
where mv,,, is motion vector for mode in E{ FORW, BACK}. 
- Step BM. 2 - Mode decision 
For each possible coding mode a corresponding Lagrangian cost function is 
calculated and the mode corresponding to the minimal one is selected for the 
current block: 
m= arg min (j). 
where _ 
j,,, is the Lagrangian cost function for the current block with in selected 
between available block modes. 
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Figure 29 Processing and coding scan for macroblocks in a frame. 
The optimisation algorithm, as well as the following coding stages in aceSVC, 
follows the raster scan across the macroblocks, Figure 29. The actual optimisation at 
the macroblock level is performed in a top-down fashion, i. e. starting from the 
motion tree root towards the leaves of the motion tree. This tree growing (TG) 
process follows the steps 0-2: 
- Step TG. O Initialisation 
An initial motion tree is created consisting of the root node only: T= R. 
According to the predefined input setting. the tree will be allowed to grow until 
certain depth d. 
BM is performed for the current macroblock. If d> 0. the algorithm proceeds 
with Step TG. 1 in which the macroblock is treated as any other block. Otherwise 
the algorithm terminates at this point, with motion parameters obtained in BM 
associated to this root node. 
- Step TG. I Block matching for child nodes 
BM is performed for blocks that correspond to all immediate child nodes of the 
current block. For a faster convergence towards the optimal motion vectors, the 
block search at this stage starts in the directions of motion vectors from the 
parent node. When motion parameters are found for each of the child nodes, the 
evaluation of tree growing is performed as defined in Step TG. 2. 
- Step TG. 2 Decision on node splitting 
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It is supposed that a subtree T= r can groý1 such that it becomes 
T''P(r) = {r u{r'°}. r"'), r'21. r'3' 11. The Lagrangian cost functions of child 
nodes are compared to the cost function of the current node. If the sum of the 
cost function of the current node is larger or equal then the sum of the cost 





the algorithm terminates for this branch, while in the opposite case this node is 
split into up to four child nodes. The tree growth consists of setting the tree 
growing flag for the current node, creation of branches of the new nodes and 
associating the motion parameter to the newly created nodes. If newly created 
nodes are at the tree level different then the maximum allowed level, the 
algorithm continues with Step TG. I for each of the child nodes. Otherwise the 
growth of the current branch terminated at this point. 
The described steps define a "greedy" tree growing algorithm. An alternative. 
globally optimal, approach would be to perform full growth with subsequent pruning. 
However, such approach would considerably increase the complexity. 
As described through the algorithmic steps of the tree growing and block 
matching algorithm, the same Lagrangian multiplier is used in all steps. This 
parameter is predefined and in aceSVC can be selected for each temporal 
decomposition. 
The benefits of having an adaptive choice for motion vector modes in motion 
compensation are demonstrated in Figure 30 and Figure 31. A single motion mode 
refers to fixing the motion mode to the bidirectional for all motion blocks in a frame, 
while the adaptive refers to selecting the optimum in terms of the prediction error 
between all available motion modes. The higher performance gap in favour of the 
adaptive MV mode selection for the "Ice" sequence, compared to the "CrevC 
sequence. is due the higher amount of object occlusions in the sequence, which are 
more efficiently predicted using unidirectional motion modes. 
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Figure 30 Comparison of the adaptive and single MV mode compression 
performance, "Crew" sequence. 
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Figure 31 Comparison of the adaptive and single MV mode compression 
performance. "Ice" sequence. 
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While this section focused on the optimisation part of motion estimation. the 
following section provides more details on practical implementation related to the 
overall estimation procedure. 
3.3.4 Pyramidal motion estimation 
The aim of employed motion estimation scheme is to find the best motion structure 
and parameters associated to its nodes for given settings. These settings can be 
chosen to match wide range of trade-offs between accurate prediction and motion 
bit-rate. The scheme can also be adapted to the wider requirements of scalable 
coding, i. e. scalable motion estimation from [61] that requires prediction at several 
resolution levels in order to meet requirements for lo\ý -resolution decoding. 
Moreover, prediction at several resolution levels can be set in order to provide fast 
estimation. Such advanced scheme that enables estimation at successive resolution 
levels is called pyramidal motion estimation. In that way a wider range search, i. e. 
block matching, is performed for lower resolution and the refinement is performed 
on higher resolutions, decreasing the overall complexity. 
The scheme developed for aceSVC supports an arbitrary number of estimation 
levels L and for each level various estimation parameters can be defined. The same 
scheme is used for single level motion estimation (L = 1) in which the most accurate 
motion is found. For any L the actual compensation is always performed on the 
highest resolution. 
For each level of pyramidal estimation l=0,1...., L-1. a set of following 
parameters is defined: 
- p(1) - motion vector precision on 1-th level of estimation, ww 
ith possible 
values: 0- integer precision, I- half-pixel precision. 2- quarter-pixel 
precision, 3- 1/8-pixel precision. 4- 1/16-pixel precision, 5- 1/32- 
pixel precision; 
- S'(1) - one-side search range; 
defines distance (+f-) in pixels from the 
block that has been estimated in the previous ME fevvc1, to which the 
block is searched for at the current lc\ cl of estimatioii. If current %i I 
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level is the initial one. this value represents an overall search range. by 
taking 0-displacement as the initial displacement; 
- d(I) - motion tree depth; defines up to which depth level the motion tree 
can grow at the 1-th motion estimation level: 
- g(1) - binary parameter controlling tree growing; if I then forces the 
growth of the motion tree up to the depth of d(1) - 1: otherwise tree 
growth is greedy, but only up to the depth of d(l) - 1. 
The estimation starts at level 1= 0 and for each level estimation is performed on 
sequence of 1/2 (L -1-1) x 1/2 (L -I -1) times smaller resolution. For instance, for original 
frame resolution of 4CIF and L=3 levels of motion estimation, the initial, 0th. 
estimation level is performed on the QCIF resolution. 
For L=3 an example of pyramidal motion estimation is shown in f=igure 2. 
Pyramidal estimation starts at the lowest resolution level. Current frame to be 
compensated and the search frames are downsampied, \\ hich is followed by the 
interpolation of the search frames as specified with p(l) parameters. Estimation at the 
lowest resolution level fully follows the TG steps as specified by tree growing 
algorithm. At macroblock level the block matching starts with 0-displacement from 
the current block. At the lower levels of the motion tree. the block search starts at the 
position specified by the motion vectors of the parent node. 
il 





1=0 1=1 1=2 
ý. 
Figure 32 Motion estimation steps with examples from "Basket" sequence and MB1, i 
from Figure 23. b). 
At higher resolution levels the motion parameters for all existing tree nodes are 
reassessed. Moreover, additional tree growing steps (TG. 1 and TG. 2) are performed 
for all leaf nodes that are not at the current deepest possible tree level, d(1 - 1. 
An additional example from Figure 33 depicts motion estimation at three 
different resolution levels. On the lowest resolution only pixel-accurate search is 
used in order to enable fast approximation of motion vector values. On the 
subsequent resolution levels the search is performed only in a narrow search window, 
i. e. only refinement is preformed. In this way fast estimation is achieved. 
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- search area x- position of starting pixel of the block 
x(/) - estimated position of the starting pixel in the search frame 
--º - estimated MV 
Figure 33 An example of search areas for hierarchical motion estimation for 1-D case 
and L=3 levels of estimation. 
Since the pyramidal estimation can overgrow the motion tree, pruning algorithm 
is used recursively to remove subtrees. In some cases pruning is needed because 
estimates on lower resolution may not be optimal for higher resolution because of the 
content mismatch between resolutions. The final motion trees that will be used in 
motion compensation are of maximal depth (ä(L - 1) and corresponding motion 
vectors are of p(L - 1) precision. 
Using flexible estimation scheme, a wide range of estimation functionalities can 
be achieved. For example, by setting p(I). s'(! ) and d(1 to smaller values a faster 
motion estimation is selected. Higher p(1) values enable better compensation. but 
only if motion rate is allowed to be high. Similarly, high s'(l) values may impose too 
many possible states for entropy coding of MV, which can lead to degradation of 
compression performance. However, the influence on resulting motion bit-rate is in 
this case lower then for imposing high encoding MV precisions. 
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3.3.5 Hierarchical motion coding 
The motion information of each compensated frame is encoded in a raster scan order 
across the macroblocks, Figure 29. For each macrob1ock the corresponding 
parameters are encoded. These include macroblock and partitioning flags. which 
describe the motion tree structure, as well as the motion mode information for each 
motion tree leaf node followed by motion vector values for inter blocks only. A 
recursive algorithm encodes all the parameters within one macroblock in the Z-scan. 
Figure 34. 
Figure 34 Encoding scan for blocks within a macroblock. 
In the Z-scan order, the prediction of the parameters associated to the current 
block, i. e. current tree node r of corresponding macroblock, can be performed using 
the blocks from its top and left sides. In this scheme only neighbouring blocks that 
have pixels in the same rows, or columns as the current block are taken into account. 
The number of blocks (rL(i)) on the left side of the current block is LB and the 
number of blocks (ru(i)) above the current block is UB. Predicted value of forward 




bi(Y, 1"ý (1)). mvFORýý 
{1 
+ bl mVFOR ' 
(r, 
- -P(L-1) 1-0 1=0 . 
21 L-1) 
blxýrý+ 
ww here bl(r, r(i)) is the number of neighbouring pixels between blocks r and r(i) 
blocks in inter modes, bl. -v(r) and bh'(r) are number of pixels at the border between r 
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and blocks in inter modes used in prediction, and ["] represents operation of rounding 
to the nearest integer. For neighbouring intra blocks mVFoR", (r(! )) is set to 0. If a 
neighbouring block does not have forward motion vector, prediction is performed 
from its inverted backward motion vector (- mVBACK(r(i))). To ensure that predicted 
values fall within motion vector value range and that the predicted value is of the 
same precision, rounding to the nearest integer and normalisation to the highest 
precision p(L - 1) is used. Figure 35 shows two examples for prediction of motion 
vector values. 
As the prediction defined in this way can be performed at the decoder, it is 





- PmVf(RW(r) . 
(3.7) 
The prediction of backward motion vector is done in the same way, i. e. by 
substitution of pmvf: QRw(r) and mvF: oRw(r(i)) in (3.6) with pmv}i, v(-h(r(i)) and 
mv13Ac'K(r(i)), and inversion of forward motion vectors (- mvI: (JRw(r(i))) if backward 
motion vectors are not available. Indices FORW in (3.7) are substituted with BACK 
für backward motion vector prediction error. 












Figure 35 Prediction of motion vectors; motion vector directions are here omitted. 
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3.4 Choice of spatial filter for efficient in-band temporal 
decomposition 
The 9/7 wavelet is commonly used in wavelet-based still image and video 
compression schemes since it exhibits features that, when combined. are very useful 
for this application [62]. Firstly, it is close to being orthogonal. an important property 
for rate allocation algorithms that take into account the expected distortion at the 
decoder. These algorithms are usually referred to under the term rate-distortion 
optimisation. It also possesses good approximation and smoothness properties, ý\hich 
are relevant for achieving a sparse representation of the class of signals into \\ hich 
the natural still images and video belong to. And lastly, it is relatively short, leading 
to a reasonable amount of processing power required for DWT. 
Other wavelets are either too short and thus further away from being orthogonal 
or of worse approximation power, like the 5/3 wavelet [63], or are too long to be 
considered 'for practical implementations, for instance 22/14 wavelet [64]. But, 
scalability poses some challenges for 9/7 wavelets, as not only compression 
performance of the original resolution signal is an objective there. The inefficiency 
of the 9/7 wavelet becomes apparent when it is used as a downsampling filter, which 
occurs for 2D +t in-band scheme employed in spatial and combined scalability 
scenarios. This inefficiency is twofold. Firstly, it introduces visually annoying 
aliasing artefacts into lower resolution sequence. These artefacts usually manifest as 
"jagged" diagonal lines and edges. Also, and which is even more visually noticeable, 
for regular textures they present themselves as a low-frequency structure v hich is an 
"alias" of the high-frequency pattern of the texture. Secondly. it renders the task of 
motion compensation less efficient at the do\\nsampled spatial level. Several 
attempts have been made to circumvent these inefficiencies of the 9/7 \\ avelet. For 
instance, the Three Lifting Steps (3LS) wavelet [65] has been specifically designed 
for an improved frequency response, and hence fewer artefacts that can attributed to 
aliasin ;. In its original implementation it consists of three lifting steps, 
but where 
each step takes not only two, but up to ten neighbouring coefficients. 
In aceSV(' it is 
implemented as a 25/35 filterbank, therefore it is roughly four times more complex 
than 9/7. 
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However, even consisting of so many coefficients, the 3LS filter performs worse 
than the usual, much shorter filters traditionally used for downsampling. This point is 
illustrated with the following experiment where the original sequence is 4CIF "Cit, ", 
and the downsampling is performed with three different filters - MPEG-B filter [66]. 
used for generation of the standard test sequences at lower resolution, and 9/7 and 
3LS wavelets. This scenario simulates the 2D +t decomposition scheme. where, after 
the original sequence has been downsampled, the MCTF is performed independently 
for both spatial layers, on four temporal levels. Figure 36 compares the efficiency of 
the motion compensation between these two downsampled sequences, which is 
measured as the ratio of the mean energy of the coefficients in a high-pass subband 
and its originating subband, and denoted with EH / El_. It can be observed that for the 
9/7 wavelet this ratio is higher across all temporal levels and colour components. 
This points to the less efficient prediction in motion compensation for the sequence 
downsampled by 9/7 wavelet, which ultimately results in worse compression results. 
The situation with the 3LS wavelet is slightly better, since due to its steeper cutoff 
characteristic, it causes less aliasing and consequently smoother pictures that are 
more suitable for motion compensation. Finally, the sequence downsampled with 
MPEG-B filter exhibits even better characteristics regarding picture smoothness and 
efficiency of motion compensation. This conclusion will be confirmed in the 
following chapter where the compression results will be presented. 
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Figure 36 Comparison of ratio between mean coefficient energy of the high-pass 
temporal Subband and the mean original subband energy, for three different 
downsampling filters. 
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3.5 Conclusions on temporal decompositions in scalable video 
coding 
While motion compensation in conventional video coding is a main contributing 
factor in compression performance, for its application in scalable N ideo coding 
additional constraints have to be taken into account. In fully scalable video coding 
the concept of motion compensation is generalised so that it provides a base for 
motion compensated temporal filtering, enabling temporal scalability. In addition to 
compensation, i. e. removal of temporal redundancies, temporal decomposition 
creates low- and high-pass temporal signal which enable embedded representation of 
compressed video in temporal domain. Since temporal and spatial decompositions in 
video coding, which provide equally desirable temporal and spatial scalabilities. are 
interleaved and dependable on each other. the design of temporal decomposition 
modules has to take into account the requirements for spatial scalability. Therefore in 
the developed schemes the temporal decomposition module provides support for 
such requirements, i. e. specifically for underlying aceSVC flexible decomposition 
path selection. The developed modules are based on prediction signal creation in 
frame domain and actual compensation on the level of low- or high-pass spatial 
subbands, depending on the selected decomposing scheme. The focus of undertaken 
research has been on techniques that would enable high compression as N, t cll as 
provide different compression settings, enabling complexity scalability. For that 
purpose the support for different temporal filters has been developed, so that motion 
compensation can be performed from selected prediction signals. The prediction 
signal is optimally selected in sense of the best compensation for given compression 
parameters. When high compression is sought, at the frame level an adaptiv e choice 
oif prediction has to be supported. which is also developed in this ýt ork. 
Important feature of aceSVC frameNN ork is its support for motion driN en 
adaptive spatial transform. It has previously been used in t+ 2D scheme for spatial 
decomposition of high-pass temporal frames, providing better signal representation 
and thus better compression. In the work presented in this thesis the Concept of 
adaptation of spatial transform according to motion information. i. e. motion 
block 
type, has been extended for application in 2D +t schemes. In contrast to the original 
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idea of spatial transform adaptation for better representation of final high-pass 
temporal frames, here the adaptation is used to enable better s. N nthesis of prediction 
signal for high-pass spatial subbands in 2D +t schemes. The adaptation is performed 
between intra and inter coded areas which disables prediction of intra areas and 
prevents the signal leakage between those two areas of different properties in high - 
pass spatial subbands. This approach is beneficial for compression of frames that are 
difficult to predict, i. e. consist of larger number of intra-coded areas. Additional 
degrees of adaptability in the developed temporal decomposition is introduced by 
application of flexible motion model based on variable size blocks which also 
support different motion precisions and layered motion coding. 
The advantages of developed temporal decomposition functionalities and 
performance are demonstrated in the following chapter where the performance of 
aceSVC is evaluated in different scenarios. 
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In this chapter the performance of aceSVC is presented. Along with flexible 
decomposition structure, the developed scalable motion model allows for high 
compression of video streams under different requirements. Rate-distortion 
performance is compared to state-of-the-art scalable video codec used for evaluation 
in Vidwav group of MPEG standardisation body. In the following the results of 
aceSVC presented in [67] are summarised. Exhaustive experiments are performed 
according to conditions set in [5], where four different scalability tests are defined 
with the main purpose of evaluation of the coding performance of the Exploration 
Wavelet Video Coding platform evaluation coding scheme. with respect to Joint 
Scalable Video Model (JSVM) that is the software for scalable extension of 
H. 264 / AVC. For each experiment a specific decomposition path is designed for 
aceSVC. Extraction paths and decoding points described in following sections 
correspond to those from [5]. 
The evidence presented demonstrates that the flexible decomposition structure 
and developed motion related modules of aceSVC are capable of handling differeiit 
demanding requirements. N\ ith results indicating high decoding quality. 
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4.1 Test requirements and settings 
In [5] scalability tests are defined for 4CIF. CIF and QCIF resolutions. The tests 
include: 
- SNR Scalability (SNR), 
- Spatial Scalability (SPA), 
- Combined Scalability {CMB), 
- Extended Scalability Performance (EXT). 
Performance of aceSVC has been evaluated for all these tests and here the 
comparison with other codecs is presented. While in [67] for most experiments the 
evidence is presented for four test sequences, here the results are summarised for tNN o 
representative sequences. Moreover, an additional test for HD sequences has been 
performed. For each test a different decomposition path has been used targeting 
improved performance in given decoding points. 
All results are presented in terms of averaged PSNR over three components: 
PSNR = (PSNR\, [dB]+0.25 " PSNRu[dB]+0.25 " PSNR\. [dB])/1.5 . 
Weighting factors of 0.25 for chrominance components are used because of -1: 2: 0 
sampling. 
4.2 SNR scalability test 
SNR scalability test targets quality scalability only, without considering the 
requirements for spatial and temporal scalabilities. The extraction path for SNR 
scalability is presented in Figure 37. Sequences of different spatio-temporal 
resolutions ar e encoded and the extraction of each bit-rate is performed from the 
previous higher bit-rate. Specific bit-rates, i. e. quality points are presented in Figure 
37 as points between high and low quality. Specific bit-rates have been defined for 
each sequence and the results presented in the following are obtained 
for those rates. 
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Figure 37 Extraction path for SNR scalability test. 
For this test, a simple t+ 2D decomposition has been used as it gives high 
compression in cases where spatial scalability is not considered. An example of 
t+ 2D decomposition path is visualised in Figure 38 using a decomposition tree, of 
which each node represents a certain spatio-temporal resolution. At+ 2D 
decomposition path consists of number of temporal transforms (7) followed by 
spatial transforms (S). A particular number of used spatial and temporal 
decomposition depends on each sequence. In the example of the decomposition path 
in Figure 38 white node (root) represents target ST (spatio-temporal) point (in this 
case for 4CIF sequence), while the lower resolution points are not decoding points in 
this test. 
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Figure 38 Decomposition scheme for SNR test (t + 2D). 
Motion estimation and temporal filtering have been performed on the original 
resolution. In all cases the 5/3 wavelet has been employed in temporal direction and 
9/7 in spatial domain. In this test the results for aceSVC are compared to the results 
of Vidwav software (evaluation software provided by Microsoft Research Asia - 
MSRA), Figure 39, for the same conditions. Those results were distributed in MPEG 
Vidwav group. 
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Figure 39 Results for SNR test. 
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Compared to the Vidwav software, aceSVC achieves significantly better results. 
For 4CIF, CIF and QCIF sequences, maximum gains are 0.94 dB. 0.47 dB and 
1 . 31 dB, respectively. Maximal loss is 0.25 dB and in 80 % of test points aceSVC 
sequences have higher PSNR. 
4.3 Spatial scalability test 
In spatial scalability test the decoding at different ST points is targeted. Quality 
scalability is not required and the extraction path is shown in Figure 40. Three 






Figure 40 Extraction path for SPA scalability test. 
The decomposition path chosen for this test is shown in Figure 41. Temporal 
decomposition is followed by a spatial-and-buffer (SS) operation that in addition to 
spatial filtering keeps the original frames. These first Tand SS steps are the basis for 
obtaining the sequences at the original spatial and temporal levels and one temporal 
and spatial level lower sequences, as required by the SPA test. These 
decoding points 
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are represented in Figure 41 as nodes marked with white circles. In order to achieve 
higher compression, lower ST nodes are introduced using in-band decomposition. In 
Figure 41 these additional decomposition steps are represented with thinner lines. 
Each in-band decomposition is realised using a buffered temporal (57) step. 
QQCIF QC1F CIF 4C! F 
60 1iL 
- ---------- ------- 30 Hz 
15 Hz 
=ý-- 







Figure 41 Decomposition scheme for SPA test. 
For spatial transform in SS, the 3LS wavelet has been employed. Application of 
such lilterbank improves compression and visual quality of the sequence on 
lovtier 
resolution since the frames are smoother then after downsampling with 
9/7. For other 
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spatial transform steps the 9/7 wavelet has been used because of its better 
compression performance and lower complexity. 
Table 8 PSNR results for sequences on original ST point (4CIF. 60 Hz) for SPA test. 
Bit-rate 
[kbps] (path) Harbour Soccer 
1152 (A) 34.13 dB 35.39 dB 
1728 (B) 34.97 dB 36.41 dB 
2304 (C) 35.85 dB 37.40 dB 
Table 9 PSNR results for sequences on lower ST point (CIF, 30 Hz) for SPA test. 
Bit-rate 
[kbps] (path) Harbour 
Soccer 
384 (A) 33.39 dB 34.77 dB 
576 (B) 34.29 dB 36.46 dB 
768 (C) 35.39 dB 37.79 dB 
In all points of temporal decomposition bidirectional filtering without update 
has been used. The corresponding wavelet is a 1/3 wavelet as required by the non- 
redundant temporal transform performed in BTnodes. 
In this test, all required points have been successfully obtained with aceSVC, of 
which the results are summarised in Table 8 and Table 9. In these tables the paths A, 
B and C denote different bit-streams from which the required bit-rates have 
been 
extracted. For computation of PSNR results at lower resolution, the 
3LS 
dow nsanlpled sequences have been used. At all decoding points a medium quality 
has been achieved (33 - 38 dB). Since the temporal update step 
is not used in 
application of 1! 3 filter. decoding of original frames (or 
lower resolution frames) in 
their original quality for all frame-rates is enabled. 
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4.4 Combined scalability test 
In contrast to the SPA test, the CMB test targets broader range of decoding points at 
three different spatial resolution levels and four different frame-rates. The extraction 
path is shown in Figure 42 where red arrows show extraction paths between different 






Figure 42 Extraction path for COM scalability test. 
Since three different spatial resolutions are targeted. the decomposition path 
chosen for aceSVC is a combination of two SS operations, as in Figure 43. A 
number of T and BT steps depends on targeted frame rates on specific spatial 
resolution, with a requirement that the number of BTsteps below a SL3 step should 
not be larger then the number of corresponding Tand 13'Tsteps at the lower spatial 
resolution. For instance, if CIF at 7.5 Hz is a required decoding point. temporal 
transform T has to he performed also on QCIF at 15 Hz. Figure 43. In Figure 43 
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white nodes again represent target decoding points while the thicker lines represent 
necessary decomposition path required to reach those points. Additional 
decomposition steps are added in cases where they can further improve compression. 














Figure 43 Decomposition scheme for CMB test. 
In this test three levels of spatial resolutions have been achieved using two SS 
steps. In the first step (4CIF -4 CIF). 9/7 wavelet has 
been used and in the second 
step (CIF QCIF), 3LS has been used. The second SB step using a 
3LS wavelet 
ensures good decoding quality of QCIF sequences which are in this case more 
compressible. The first Sr) step using 9/7 wavelet enables 
higher o\ erall 
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compression and therefore better performance of aceSVC for original resolution. at 
the expense of reduced performance on CIF resolution. All spatial transforms ot' 
high-pass pass temporal frames as well as of low-pass temporal frames at the QCIF 
level have been performed using the 9/7 wavelet. For all temporal decompositions a 
1 /3 wavelet has been employed. 
The results have been compared to results provided in [68]. Those results are 
obtained using Spatial Tool (STool) technique [44] which has been implemented in 
Vidwav evaluation software for improved spatial scalability. On 4CIF resolution the 
reference sequences for both codecs are the same. On CIF resolution the reference 
frames are different since for aceSVC those have been obtained using the 9/7 wavelet 
for spatial downsampling of the original sequence. On QCIF resolution the reference 
sequences are more similar since for aceSVC those have been obtained from a 4CIF 
sequence by downsampling using the 9/7 wavelet first (4C IF to CIF) and then 31-S 
filter for the next level (CIF to QCIF). For the STool both CIF and QCIF sequences 
and references have been obtained using 3LS wavelet only. 
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Figure 46 Results for QCIF sequences for COM test with 4CIF, 60 Hz original 
sequence. 
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The results for COM test are presented in Figure 44 - Figure 46 in comparison to 
results available in [68]. For lowest, QCIF, resolution aceSVC performs better then 
Vidwav software in 90 % points (up to 0.81 dB). Although the gain achieved by 
aceSVC for CIF sequence is higher, up to 1.44 dB, overall performance of aceSVC 
for CIF sequence highly depends on the sequence contents. For "Harbour" CIF 
sequence the downsampled version using 9/7 wavelet is difficult for compensation 
because of high amount of high frequency content, which is manifested in generally 
lower PSNR results. However, sequence "Soccer" is generally smoother and the 
choice of downsampling filters does not influence overall compression. The 
influence of frame content on the performance of aceSVC is also visible on highest 
resolution (4CIF). The highest gains observed are above 2.5 dB for "Soccer" while 
the loss for more difficult "Harbour" sequence are up to 0.57 dB. 
Generally aceSVC performs better than Vidwwwav codec. However, future work 
should be focused on better spatial wavelet choices which would allow for high 
overall compression. This could be achieved with filters that produce smooth 
doNN nsampled sequences Ns bile preserving high compression capabilities. 
Another advantage of the aceSVC architecture is that it does not require 
multiple encoding/decoding loops in order to obtain the final hit-stream that 
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possesses embeddedness in quality, spatial and temporal domains. On the other hand. 
multiple encoding/decoding loops are required by STool. Using decomposition paths 
as in Figure 43, or a similar combination of S, 7 SS and STsteps. the encoding in 
aceSVC is performed in one pass. This is implemented by I/O buffers residing in 
each node of the decomposition tree, that are independently and parallel> processed. 
where the analysis and synthesis operations are accomplished via signalling of states 
between the nodes The same stands for the aceSVC decoding at any ST point. which 





Figure 47 Extraction path for EXT scalability test. 
4.5 Extended scalability test 
With respect to the target temporal and spatial decoding points, the 
EXT test 
decoding points constitute a subset of the points of the COM test. 
The goal of this 
test is to ensure that the codec is capable achieving a higher 
bit-rate range. For C'ONI 
and EXT scenarios the deconlposit ioil paths used 
in the aceSVC differ only in that 
for the EXT scenario the temporal decompositions are not required 
below points 
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created by the SS step. However, additional temporal decompositions may be 
applied to increase compression. 
For the extended scalability test, all sequences encoded using aceSVC have been 
successfully adapted to the given points. The same decomposition path has been used 
as in the combined scalability test and therefore the same reference sequences have 
been used for PSNR computation. Results shown in Table 10 - Table 12 demonstrate 
stable performance of the aceSVC along all extraction paths. At 4CIF and 60 Hz. 
lower bit-rates have been reached with medium quality (> 33 dB). For the highest 
targeted QCIF points the introduced loss is almost imperceptible (PSNR around 
40 dB). 
Table 10 PSNR results for original ST point (4CIF, 60 Hz) for EXT test. 
Bit-rate 
bps "Harbour" Soccer" 
1024 33.47 dB 34.80 dB 
1280 34.04 dB 35.56 dB 
1536 34.54 dB 36.11 dB 
1920 35.15 dB 36.80 dB 
2304 35.72 dB 37.36 dB 
2688 36.16 dB 37.85 dB 
3072 36.58 dB 38.23 dB 




384 32.48 dB 34.21 dB 
480 33.10 dB 35.00 dB 
576 33.62 dB 35.65 dB 
720 34.32 dB 36.53 dB 
864 34.90 dB 37.27 dB 
1008 35.44 dB 37.86 dB 
1152 35.89 dB 38.43 dB 
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96 33.81 dB 34.77 dB 
120 34.67 dB 35.71 dB 
144 35.36 dB 36.50 dB 
180 36.33 dB 37.63 dB 
216 37.18 dB 38.64 dB 
252 37.89 dB 39.48 dB 
288 38.56 dB 40.30 dB 
4.6 Performance for HD sequences 
Additional tests that are not defined in [5], but are mentioned as possible further 
exploration directions in Vidwav, are performed with HD sequences. Intra-only 
coding has been tested for sequences of 1280 x 720 pixel resolution. Only quality 
scalability has been analysed. 
Intra-only coding has been chosen because of the possibility to evaluate the 
performance with respect to known scalable video coders. The target applications for 
such scenario are those that require very high video quality, e. g. 40 - 50 dB PSNR, 
but also need certain degree of adaptability so that a video clip can be easily accessed 
in the processing chain (such as in fast video browsing or editing). 
i, he target rate of a compressed video in this test is expressed in bits per pixel 
(bpp), due to equivalency to still image and intra-only video coding. The chosen test 
points are 3,2,1,0.5,0.25 and 0.125 bpp. Test sequences used in this test are "City" 
and "Harbour". Sampling rate for these sequences is 4: 2: 0. 
Using aceSVC' both full sequences have been successfully encoded and adapted 
to target points. The averaged decoding PSNR results are shown in Figure 48. For 
rates higher and equal to I bpp the quality degradation is imperceptible and the 
average PSNR values are in range of 40 - 55 dB. Using fine granular qualith 
scalability all sequences can be adapted to the target points. It has 
been obscr\ ed that 
fier rates below 0.2 hpp visual quality is poor. In cases where 
loiter rates are 
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needed, the spatial scalability, which is also a property of aceSVC bit-stream, can be 
combined with quality scalability in order to achieve suitable displaying quality for a 
given application. 
As the Vidwav evaluation software does not support HD frame resolutions. 
aceSVC results have been compared to results obtained with JSVM. Intra coding for 
JSVM has been set by selecting GOP size of 1 with intra period of 1. JSVM software 
used is version v2.0. Again, the main goal in tested scenario is to have the content at 
very high quality with possibility to adapt the bit-stream to the lower rates. In JSV\I 
higher rates can be obtained using lower quantisation parameters. However, quality 
scalability range depends on quantisation parameters. In order to achieve a high final 
rate as well as fine granular scalability the quantization parameter has been set to 26 
with 3 FGS layers. For higher values of the quantisation parameters it was not 
possible to obtain the highest targeted rate and at the same time to have a possibility 
to truncate FGS layers. 
The results presented show that at rate points of 1,2 and 3 bpp aceSVC 
outperforms JSVM for up to 1.74 dB. Moreover, because of the quantisation 
parameter, extraction of JSVM bit-streams at rates below I bpp has not been 
possible. 
Since wavelet based approach offers wide range of quality adaptation points as 
well as naturally embedded spatial resolution scalability. its potential on high 
resolutions and for intra only coding can be a point of future exploration in wavelet 
based video coding. 
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Figure 48 Results for HD sequences. 
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In fully scalable video coding it is necessary to impose scalability on all types of 
compressed video information that are present in the bit-stream. The bit-stream 
description and signalling information are scalable by their nature, as they represent 
the basic structure of the scalable bit-stream. For the scalability of texture related 
data, which for most applications occupies the largest part of the bit-stream, 
approaches based on transform coding are used. The remaining bit-stream part of the 
video content that requires some form of scalability is motion information. 
Scalable motion coding is a relatively new concept that has arisen with the 
development of scalable video coding. First schemes for scalable motion coding [69], 
[70] have been presented in 2003. At the same time. the need for scalable motion 
coding has also been recognised in [23], in the context of motion processing for 
SVC. Moreover, during the same year, special prediction schemes for coding of 
motion in SVC frameworks have been presented in [71] and [72]. In the fol loýN ing 
year, more than 20 publications have addressed motion scalabilit> in context of 
different requirements and different SVC architectures. 
This chapter identifies scenarios in which motion scalability pla}s an important 
role. Terminology for motion scalahility is introduced. Descriptions of recent 
developments in this field are outlined in parallel with the discussion on the methods 
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proposed in presented work. The proposed methods include precision limited coding 
of motion vector values, improvements in the scalable motion structure modelling 
and evaluation of different approaches with respect to the proposed method that 
enables optimal, but computationally complex motion modelling. 
5.1 Requirements for motion scalability 
If the full scalability is targeted in an SVC system, motion coding has to support 
temporal, spatial and quality scalabilities. Temporal scalability for motion is trivial 
because motion data is usually associated with temporal frames that need motion 
information in order to be reconstructed. Since the temporal scalability is in scalable 
video adaptation achieved by simple temporal high-pass frame dropping. related 
motion fields are also discarded, which provides temporal scalability of motion. 
The example in Figure 49 demonstrates the need for quality scalable motion 
coding. If motion is encoded in non-scalable way, and only the texture is scalable, 
the transmission of a video stream cannot be accomplished below a certain bit-rate. 
i. e. the bit-rate of non-scalable motion (Rmotion), Figure 49. a) Also, at low bit-rates 
that are just above Rmotion only a disproportionally small portion of texture data can 
be transmitted, which can prevent decoding of an acceptable video quality. On the 
other hand, if motion information is encoded in a scalable way. even on very low bit- 
rates both texture and motion information can be transmitted, Figure 49. b). Also at 
bit-rates where the rate of motion is still comparable to the texture rate, the reduction 
of motion information provides for transmission of more precise transform 
coefficients. In that way it is possible to maximise decoding quality on the provided 
hit-rate. 
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Figure 49 Scalable video transmission and influence of applied motion coding. 
Different SVC architectures use specific motion coding strategies. 
Consequently, strategies for temporal and spatial scalability can be derived from the 
corresponding codec architecture. However, quality scalability of motion is a 
common problem for all architectures. In this work strategies for quality scalabilit\ 
are analysed and evaluated. In spatial scalability scenarios that use 2D +t scheme in 
aceSVC, different motion fields are associated with each resolution. I Io\\ ever, in 
solutions that use t+ 2D scheme the motion information is generally associated with 
the highest resolution. Therefore in this work special care has been taken \\ ith 
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Approaches aiming to achieve scalable motion representation are ba cd on 
imposing scalability on both the structure of the motion vector field and the motion 
vector values. The values of motion vectors at lower fidelit\ can be obtained either 
by using most significant bit-planes, averaging, or they are simply taken directly 
from the initial motion estimation. Motion information with layered structure can be 
modelled using parameters from the initial estimation but without considering the 
distortion that would be introduced by the lower layer motion structure. Moreover. 
motion vector values of a layered motion structure can be estimated and modelled 
using a method presented in Subsection 5.4.3. The proposed strategy is based on 
finding the best motion vectors for a given macroblock partitioning and assessing 
that partitioning with regard to the reconstruction performance. 
Quality scalability can be combined with spatial scalability because one of the 
reasons why spatial scalability is employed is to reduce overall video bit-rate. 
However, spatial scalability of motion information depends on the SVC architecture 
employed. In architectures that use 2D +t approach, spatial scalability can be 
regarded as prediction coding of motion information across increasing resolution 
levels. In this case, quality scalability is needed at each layer. When frame resolution 
is reduced in t+ 2D scheme, the full resolution motion information may be 
excessive. Therefore different approaches for achieving spatial scalability can be 
used, e. g. estimation on different resolutions combined with quality scalability and 
precision limited coding. 
Other than for optimising the decoding quality for a given bit-rate range, 
scalable representation of motion can be used for unequal error protection of scalable 
bit-stream. Since texture information of high-pass temporal frames is not useful 
ww ithout motion information, motion needs to be more protected for transmission in 
error-prone environments. However, not all motion information parts are of equal 
importance and hence scalable representation separates motion parts of different 
significance. To conclude, methods for motion scalabilitý introduced in this thesis 
can be a base for research on the unequal error protection of motion data. 
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5.2 Techniques for motion scalability 
As motion information in its full fidelity is used during motion compensation at the 
encoder side, motion compensated frames directly depend on its existence. The 
quality of the reconstruction is on the other hand determined by motion information 
that will be used at the decoder. Therefore the lower fidelity motion information that 
can be used at the decoder side has to be defined right after the motion compensation 
has been performed at the encoder. 
Approaches that are in literature termed as methods for achieving motion 
scalability can be classified according to their aim. Methods such as [69]. [701. [72] - 
[80] provide motion scalability in the sense of fine-granular or layered motion 
coding. In these approaches motion information is modelled at the encoder as a 
scalable bit-stream such that the adaptation of motion information is performed at the 
extractor, together with adaptation of corresponding texture. This way of enabling 
motion scalability is considered in this work. 
On the other hand, methods such as [81 ] and [82] use the term motion scalabiIity 
for the process which selects appropriate representation of motion information at the 
encoder before or after the actual compensation and compresses such information in 
non-scalable way. The main idea behind this approach is to adapt the motion rate 
before the transmission. The scalability is in that case referred to motion rate 
modelling targeting specific application but without possibility to adapt motion 
information at extractor. 
An additional case in which term scalable motion coding can be used is for the 
predictive coding of motion information. In scalable video coding that uses temporal 
decompositions at more than one resolution level, a certain correlation exists 
between motion intbrmation of different spatial and temporal resolutions. Therefore 
in such cases predictive coding between different resolution levels can be used to 
improve overall compression. In this case the term scalable motion coding can be 
used for coding of information that corresponds to different resolution laýcrs into 
difti`rent bit-stream layer using prediction between lower and higher resolutions. 
such as in [71]. [23]. In this work it is assumed that layered coding of motion 
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information that corresponds to different resolution la\er must be a\ ailable in 
different bit-stream layers and the prediction between different layers is assumed to 
be a different problem then that of scalability. 
During the last several years several methods that provide scalable motion 
coding have been proposed. These methods can be classified into following groups 
- transform-based coding of motion information, 
- precision limiting of motion vectors, 
- scalable coding of motion structure. 
One of the first methods developed for scalable coding of motion information is 
based on transform coding [70], [73]. This method addresses motion fields with 
regular sampling - specifically triangular mesh motion structure. As a fixed block 
size motion model can be considered as regularly sampled motion field, the 
transform based methods can be also applied on this type of motion structure. Spatial 
transforms such as wavelet transform that are used in image coding can be applied to 
motion structures with regular sampling. Applying several levels of spatial 
decomposition to motion fields, an approximation of motion vectors targeting spatial 
scalability can be achieved. Moreover, using adapted still image coders. such as 
JPEG2000 in [73], quality scalability can be realised. Although transform based 
motion model requires regularly sampled motion field. it can be applied to data with 
irregular sampling as well. This can be realised either by applying a transform that 
can deal with such data, or by upsampling of larger motion units so that regular 
sampling is achieved. However, this transform-based coding of motion has not been 
justified in terms of connection between motion field properties and application of 
compression algorithms that have been developed for image data. Also, in [74] it has 
been shown that bit-plane coding of motion vectors provides better compression then 
transform-based methods. 
Bit-plane coding and the precision limited coding (PLC) of motion vectors 
enable scalable representation of motion by encoding least significant bits of motion 
vector values into separate layers. At the extractor, those can be discarded in order to 
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meet the adequate bit-rate. Different solutions based on such bit-plane coding of 
motion vector values have been proposed in [74] - [77]. [81 ]. 
In [75] and [76] the PLC has been proposed for enhanced performance at lower 
resolutions for t+ 2D schemes. This approach was motivated by the observation that 
highly accurate motion vectors are not needed for decoding at lower spatial 
resolutions, where usually lower bit-rates are targeted, and an efficient layered 
coding scheme has been proposed [61]. More detailed explanation of this technique 
is given in Section 5.3. It has been shown that at low bit-rates for lower resolution 
sequences a significant improvement is achieved by the proposed techniques in terms 
of both PSNR and visual quality, without introducing significant computational 
complexity. 
Similarly as in the proposed PLC, in the approach from [74] and [80] layers of 
motion information consist of the base layer and enhancement layers. The base layer 
consists of motion structure, modes and quantised motion vectors so that the 
decoding is possible using only that layer. Quantised motion vectors are encoded 
using predictive coding and context-based arithmetic coding. Enhancement layers 
consist of the bit-plane by bit-plane encoded quantisation error. In this approach the 
error can have both positive and negative values and therefore the significance. 
refinement and sign information need to be encoded. This can potentially add 
overhead compared to PLC presented here. This method was compared with 
transform-based coding of motion information in [79]. Both methods were tested in 
t+ 2D scheme. It has been shown that the bit-plane coding method has better 
compression capabilities. Additionally. in [79] an entropy coding scheme and rate- 
distortion optimisation techniques for layered coding of motion have been presented. 
Two rate-optimisation algorithms have been presented -a heuristic technique as well 
as a technique based on Lagrangian rate-distortion optimisation. The second 
optimisation is performed on the overall sequence taking into account distortion 
introduced by quantised motion as x\ ell as the distortion introduced by quantised 
texture information. It is presumed that these two values can be treated 
independently. e. g. linearly combined to get the overall distortion. The 
distortion 
introduced by application of quantised motion information is measured at the 
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encoder, by simulating prediction with such motion vectors. On the other hand. the 
distortion that comes from the quantised texture is estimated. It has been shown that 
at low bit-rates scalable motion coding introduces gain and that the method that 
performs motion rate optimisation based on the estimated distortion outperforms the 
heuristic one. 
The method presented in [77] and [78] is also based on PLC. It has been 
proposed for application in spatial scalability scenarios. While in the approach 
presented in this thesis different precision reduction are possible. in [77] the number 
of reduced bit-planes always corresponds to the number of targeted spatial scalability 
level. It has been shown that the application of PLC significantly improves the 
decoding quality on very low resolutions (two levels lower then original). The gain 
on middle resolutions in tested points is not significant. 
Similarly as in the PLC. the method proposed in [81] and [83] enables decoding 
at different fidelities of motion. In that approach single-size blocks are used so 
scalability can be imposed on motion vector values only. For a predefined motion 
precision the motion estimation and compensation are performed. Then, taking into 
account the rate of frame data a quantisation parameter for motion vector is obtained 
by empirical computation of minimal distortion, for a given overall rate. The final 
encoding of motion vectors is then performed after they have been quantised. This 
scheme optimises the quantisation parameter using multiple decoding and targeting 
onl\ one bit-rate. Also, motion vectors are encoded in such way that in any decoding 
point, the same motion vectors are available. In that way. if the optimisation chooses 
quantisation of motion vectors, it is not possible to achieve high quality 
reconstruction at high bit-rates. It is shown that such quantisation improves 
decoding 
quality at low bit-rates. More importantly. it is shown that at those bit-rates 
better 
performance is achieved if the motion vectors are encoded in a 
lossy fashion, than by 
performing motion compensation with motion vectors of 
lower resolution. ,,, hich is 
then the same as of quantised motion vectors in lossy coding. This 
is due to the fact 
that compensation with higher motion vector precision 
is more efficient. and 
therefore less data is needed to be encoded in high pass 
frames. Ho%N eN er, better 
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performance of lossy motion vector coding is achie\ ed only at the lower end of 
tested rate points. 
In parallel with the methods that are based on scalable coding of motion vector 
values, methods for scalable coding of motion structure were proposed in [82]. [84] - 
[87]. In [84] and [69] motion layers are created depending on block sizes in such way 
that the base layer contains motion vectors of the largest blocks (macroblocks). 
Motion block parameters that are encoded at each layer correspond to the parameters 
defined by the initial motion estimation. It has been shown that on qualit\ below 
30 dB improvements are possible. In the approach from [85] motion layers depend 
on block sizes, but the block structure similar to those defined in AVC is used. In this 
case only subjective visual improvements have been reported. 
A combination of bit-plane coding of motion vector values and scalable motion 
structure has been proposed in [87]. The algorithm derived from Set Partitioning in 
Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT) coder [88] for wavelet coefficients of still images has 
been employed for coding of motion trees. The internal nodes of the tree are 
computed as an average of previous leaf nodes. Therefore only differences are left in 
nodes, except in the root node. Similarly as the magnitudes of wavelet coefficients 
define encoding directions, in this technique the differences of motion vectors 
between parent and child nodes define the scalable motion structure. The algorithm 
prioritised motion information according to the properties of the developed coding 
algorithm for motion trees, without taking into account reconstruction error. This 
method has been tested in 2D +t decomposition scheme and it has been shown that 
the gain using scalable motion representation can be achieved only below 20 dB, 
which is of unacceptable visual quality. 
In [91] it has been observed that distortion introduced by using incomplete 
motion at the decoder does not depend on the texture rate. The layered motion 
structure coding has been proposed for t+ 2D scheme vv ith application at any 
decoding resolution. The layers are selected from different levels of the initial motion 
estimation so that motion structure and corresponding motion vectors are 
defined b\ 
that step. The test results using this scheme show significant impro\ements over non- 
scalable motion coding for low decoding bit-rates. 
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The scalable motion coding method presented in [82] is based on the assumption 
that some motion vector values do not have to be transmitted in order to save a bit- 
rate for additional texture data. In order to classify the importance of motion vectors 
in that sense, compensated difference is computed for a case of the prediction Xti ith 
estimated motion vectors and for the prediction with motion vectors that are set to 
the zero value. This procedure is performed after the initial motion estimation has 
determined which motion vectors will be used in the following compensation. The 
independent motion layers are modelled consuming different portions of motion data. 
for the same macroblock partitioning. Layers are independent since the base layer is 
one that consists of the highest amount of motion vectors set to zero. while higher 
layers have higher amount of non-zero motion vectors, which can be decoded 
independently of the base layer. The encoder then decides which motion layer to 
transmit in a way that motion data rate has higher priority than the texture data. It has 
been shown that the scheme introduces gain at low bit-rates. 
From all these publications it is evident that approaches for scalable motion 
structure coding can be beneficial for low bit-rate video transmission. In [89] a 
method for optimised motion structure modelling has been proposed. A comparison 
of methods for scalable motion structure modelling has been published in [90] and is 
summarised in Section 5.4. In the following section the PLC method for scalable 
motion vector coding is proposed and analysed. PLC is used for spatial and quality 
scalability scenarios. Further work on joint PLC and scalable motion structure coding 
has been continued in the direction of efficient entropy schemes designed for these 
methods [91 ]. 
5.3 Precision limited coding 
Precision limited coding (PLC) of motion vectors is a solution for embedded 
representation of motion information. It combines prediction coding Nt ith quality 
scalable coding of the base lay er and the refinement bits. PLC relies on arranging the 
least significant bits of the same relevance into groups so that a 
base and several 
refinement layers can be built. In this N\ ay. the refinement 
layer, do not hav c to be 
transmitted for lower resolution bit-streams if the motion accuracy 
is to remain the 
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same as for the original sequence. However, the precision of motion vectors will 
decrease, hence the coding method has been named precision limited coding [76]. 
If a finite subpixel motion accuracy is used, motion vector values can be 
represented as integers. This is done by multiplying motion vector components by an 
integer factor M, where l/M is motion accuracy (e. g. 1/8 in presented experiments). 
The process that forms motion layers in PLC is shown in Figure 50. To enable 
scalable coding, N least significant integer motion vector bits are separated. which 
produce N refinement layers. The remaining bits represent so-called basic motion 
vector (BMV) values which are in the presented approach coded using variable 
length code, as can be done in the non-scalable approach. The refinement bits are left 
uncompressed as the least significant bits (LSB) of motion vector values are not 
correlated. PLC does not cause excessive overhead in actual encoding compared to 
the non-scalable coding for low values of N. The value of N equals the minimal 
expected level of spatial scalability. For example, in this way if QCIF is the lowest 
resolution on which the 4CIF sequence will be extracted, N equals 2. 
- motion vector values 
refinement 




Figure 50 Layered motion bit-stream generation. 
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For each residual frame one set of PLC layers is given. Depending on the chosen 
resolution level, the extractor will discard corresponding number of refinement bit 
layers providing more space for residual image data on target bit-rate. 
5.3.1 Evaluation of the basic PLC scheme 
PLC targets t+ 2D scheme and has been tested in such environment. More 
particularly, it has been implemented and tested in MC-EZBC codec [11]. To 
compare effectiveness of motion vector scalability, 4CIF test sequence "Basket" has 
been encoded at the original resolution using various motion coding scenarios and 
parameters as in [76]. From the coded sequences, streams have been extracted 
targeting desired bit-rates and resolutions with unchanged frame rate. The results are 
summarised in Figure 51, where as an anchor for luminance PSNR values, 
downsampled sequences obtained by 9/7 filter banks (the same as spatial transform) 
have been used. Bit reduction level in all cases equals the number of the refinement 
layers N. Therefore the decoder uses the same maximal precision as the encoder, 
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Figure 51 Rate-distortion performance using precision limiting for spatial scalability; 
test sequence "Basket" (4CIF). 
As expected, when N> 0, significant gains are obtained 
for low bit-rates, 
without negative influence on high bit-rates when 
N is smaller than the resolution 
reduction level. With N= I on CIF resolution achieved gain 
is up to 3 dB. Moreover. 
the lower extraction hound is shitted towards the 
lower bit-rates for 100 kbps. For 
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QCIF sequence, good performance on high bit-rates can be preserved even with 
N=2. In that case, obtained gains are up to 5 dB. and lower extraction bound is 
moved for 150 kbps. 
a) non-scalable MV coding; 
PSNRY = 22.02 dB 
b) scalable MV coding; 
PSNRY 24.80 dB 
Figure 52 The QCIF sequence detail extracted from 4CIF at 600 kbps. 
If very low bit-rate applications are targeted, this bound can be further moved 
using coarser MV bit reduction. This approach may significantly decrease the quality 
if used with higher bit-rates because the motion precision will be lost, and 
transmission of more residual data cannot compensate the motion mismatch. 
An example of actual gain for QCIF sequence extracted from 4C IF sequence 
using 2-level MV reduction is illustrated in Figure 52. The gain of 2.8 dB on very 
low bit-rates introduces significant visual quality improvement. Scalable motion 
coding has introduced more space available for transmission of wavelet coefficients. 
Therefore, the blurriness is drastically reduced and details become visible. 
These examples show that an efficient scalable video codec can benefit from 
scalable motion coding since it increases the spatial scalability performance at 
low 
bit-rates. The proposed layered model does not increase the coder complexity since 
all motion layers can be obtained by simple bit-shifting and subtraction operations. 
As in these experiments motion was estimated and optimised for hi`h-quality 
4CIF sequence, the large overhead containing the motion structure cannot 
be reduced 
by PLC coding. Therefore several methods described in the 
following section are 
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proposed for motion estimation leading to the efficient motion coding. This work has 
been presented in [6 11. 
5.3.2 Motion estimation for enhanced scalability with PLC 
The main goal of the proposed motion estimation methods is to improve spatial 
scalability performance in at+ 2D scheme. Motion model with variable block sizes 
is used in the estimation process. Two levels of spatial scalability are targeted. i. e. 
decoding on the original and two lower resolutions. The purpose of the proposed 
motion estimation scheme is to generate motion vectors that can be efficiently used 
for layered motion model. Three approaches for motion estimation / coding have 
been identified: 
- top-down PLC (TD-PLC), 
- bottom-up PLC (BU-PLC), 
- hybrid PLC (H-PLC). 
Top-down approach corresponds to the motion estimation at the original 
(highest) resolution. The difference is in that the motion vectors are coded in layers 
so that they can be easily adapted for various resolutions, Figure 53. 
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Figure 53 Top-down PLC. 
Ili 
Since top-down PLC may consume too many bits for the decoding on lowest 
resolution due to the very detailed motion structure, the bottom-up approach has been 
introduced. Its motion structure and basic motion vectors are optimised by estimation 
for the lowest resolution sequence. Refinement layers are estimated on higher 
resolutions using the previous resolution vectors as a base. Figure 54. As only one bit 
for each motion component is added, the number of added decisions is 2. The 
decisions for horizontal component are set to "remain at the same position" and 
"move I/M left" and for vertical component "remain at the same position" and 
"move I/ Al up" 
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estimate motion 
with 1/M precision 
"""" 
higher resolution 
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Figure 54 Motion refinement. 
When lowest resolution level is targeted in the extraction and motion vectors are 
estimated in bottom-up PLC, the decoder Will use the same vectors as estimated in 
the first step, Figure 55. 
The actual encoding is done for the highest resolution. As refined motion 
vectors generated in the bottom-up approach cannot provide as high level of 
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temporal decorrelation as motion vectors from top-doýti n approach. the bottom-up 
approach can negatively influence extraction on high bit-rates of the original 
resolution. Therefore, the third approach, so called h\ brid PLC. is proposed that 
performs basic motion estimation on the middle resolution sequence. Figure 56. 
One level of motion refinement is performed at the highest resolution level, as in 
Figure 54. Therefore the full motion information consists of the refinement layers 
that are built from the least significant bits from the middle resolution motion vectors 











Figure 55 Bottom-up PLC. 
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Figure 56 Hybrid PLC. 
5.3.3 Test results for advanced estimation with PLC 
Advanced motion estimation targeting improved performance on low resolutions 
using t+ 2D scheme with PLC for motion vector values has been implemented in 
MC-EZBC codec [11] for the evaluation purposes. In all tests the number of PLC 
enhancement layers has been set to N=2 since decoding on two lower resolution 
levels has been targeted. The number of the discarded layers for extraction equals the 
level of spatial scalability. Computed PSNR correspond to the luminance component. 
As a reference, sequences downsampled using 9/7 wavelet filter have been used. The 
test has been performed for four test sequences of 4CIF resolution and 30 fps. 
Targeted decoding resolutions are 4CIF. CIF and QCIF. Unidirectional prediction 
has been used (Haar) with motion accuracy of 1/8 subpixel. Because of the 
influence of the temporal update lifting step the frame rate has not been rescaled in 
order to avoid influence of the distortion introduced in lower frame rate sequences. 
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Firstly, the influence of motion scalability to the spatial scalability performance 
over wide range of decoding bit-rates has been tested. The results for 2 levels of 
resolution reduction (4CIF -> QCIF) are shown in Figure 57. The proposed motion 
estimation techniques have been compared to the application of default technique 
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Figure 57 R-D plots for decoding at QCIF resolution for four techniques. 
TD-PLC method that uses the same motion vectors as the non-scalable method 
gives always better results than the original technique. That is because the original 
non-scalable approach transmits full-precision motion vector values that are rescaled 
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by the decoder. The decoder performs rescaling as it does not support interpolation 
accuracies below the default I/8 precision. The gain is most significant at the low 
bit-rates when almost the whole bit-stream carries motion data. The scalable 
performance can be further improved by application of BU-PLC and H-PLC 
methods. On very low bit-rates, the new techniques that use motion estimation 
optimised for lower resolutions give significantly improved results. The same quality 
sequence can now be extracted on several times lower bit-rate. Table 13 shoes the 
comparison of four techniques for intermediate quality of PSNR = 28 dB. Bottom-up 
approach gives the best results in this case and is therefore suitable for low resolution 
and low bit-rate application. 






TD-PLC BU-PLC H-PLC 
"Basket" 940 810 660 670 
"Foreman" 340 260 70 140 
"Harbour" 770 640 290 420 
"Mobile" 510 430 280 320 
For higher bit-rates the performance of BU-PLC is content-dependent. For test 
sequence "Basket" with the high motion activity, BU-PLC and H-PLC give up to 
3 dB worse results then the methods based on full resolution motion estimation. On 
the other hand, for "Harbour" BU-PLC gives the best results for all bit-rates. 
Visual comparisons of decoded frames for the lowest bit-rates that can be 
obtained by all four methods are shown in Figure 58 and Figure 59 for sequences 
"Basket" and "Mobile". Since motion estimation in BU-PLC is tailored to the lowest 
resolution sequence it provides the best results on this lowest resolution. 
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a) non-scalable, PSNR = 18.74 dB 
Figure 58 First frame from 4CIF "Basket" sequence decoded at QCIF resolution and 
580 kbps for four methods. 
a) non-scalable, PSNR = 21.74 dB 
Figure 59 First frame from 4CIF "Mobile" sequence decoded at QCIF resolution and 
350 kbps for four techniques. 
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c) BU-PLC, PSNR = 27.71 dB 
b) TD-PLC. PSNR = 24.55 dB 
c) BU-PLC, PSNR = 26.34 dB 
d) H-PLC, PSNR = 26.57 dB 
b) TD-PLC, PSNR = 24.95 dB 
d) H-PLC. PSNR = 26.09 dB 
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The comparison continues with the results for one level of resolution reduction. 
Figure 60. When one level of spatial scalability is targeted at high bit-rates. BU-PLC 
method gives the worst results. The performance loss is due to the inadequate 
compensation so more bits have to be transmitted if high quality is targeted. 
However, the PSNR difference is not larger than I dB compared to the best 
performance method, therefore this should not cause serious visual impairment. The 
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Figure 60 R-D plots for decoding at CIF resolution for four techniques. 
Compared to the non-scalable approach. TD-PLC can provide up to 100 kbps 
lower hit-rates for extraction. H-PLC, which performs motion estimation on middle 
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resolution, gives the best overall result in this case, but the gain on high bit-rates is 
not significant (up to 0.5 dB). 
From the results for the spatial scalability (Figure 57 and Figure 60) it becomes 
evident that full quality (over 50 dB in PSNR) lower resolution sequence cannot be 
extracted from one single bit-stream. Presented R-D plots cannot exceed certain 
PSNR value because of non-commutability of spatio-temporal transforms in t+ 2D 
scheme. The highest achievable quality in such schemes depends on the sequence 
content and associated motion. 
Finally, the performance of proposed methods is tested for extraction at the 
original resolution, Figure 61. For high quality sequences the best results are 
obtained using original non-scalable approach and TD-PLC. This is because these 
two methods use motion estimation optimised for the highest resolution, so the ratio 
between motion information and residual frames is optimal at full resolution. 
Moreover, on very low bit-rates the reduction of motion structure information, which 
is introduced by BU-PLC and H-PLC techniques, is essential for achieving low bit- 
rate extraction. 
From presented results it can be concluded that application of BU-PLC and H- 
PLC techniques introduces a significant gain for low bit-rate extraction both for 
original resolution and lower resolution requirements. This gain is achieved by the 
reduction of motion information rate which has been enabled by scalable coding and 
suitable motion estimation processes. Table 14 summarises the corresponding results 
for test sequence "Basket". BU-PLC and H-PLC significantly reduce the portion of 
motion data in the lower resolution bit-streams. 
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Figure 61 R-D plots for decoding at 4CIF resolution for four techniques. 
Table 14 Percentages of motion information content for the highest possible bit rates 
at each decoding resolution for test sequence "Basket". 
encoded -+ extracted 
non- 
scalable 
TD-PLC BU-PLC H-PLC 
4CIF -* 4CIF 1.22% 1.22% 0.18% 0.55% 
4CIF - CIF 3.15% 2.79% 0.42% 1.29% 
4CIF -> QCIF 9.53% 7.42% 1.23% 3.65% 
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The drawback of BU-PLC and H-PLC is the worse performance at high bit-rates 
when video at full resolution is decoded. This is due to the motion estimation 
methods used in these techniques which do not exploit temporal redundancy of the 
full resolution sequence. On the other hand, TD-PLC preserves highly accurate 
motion and employs motion scalability. 
Further experiments on the performance of TD-PLC have been performed with a 
goal to investigate possible benefits of allowing for highly accurate subpixel 
interpolation in spatial scalability scenarios in t+ 2D schemes. For that purpose PLC 
has been tested in aceSVC which supports subpixel interpolation to the maximal 
precision of 1/32 subpixel. 
4CIF sequences "City" and "Basket" with 15 fps have been encoded using 
t+ 2D schemes and 1/8 subpixel accuracy. On lower resolution (CIF and QCIF) 
decoding has been performed using all received motion information. However, at the 
extractor n enhancement layers have been discarded, i. e. n lowest-significant bits of 
motion vector values are discarded. The results are given in Table 15 - Table 18. 
When encoding with 1/8 motion vector precision, decoding of CIF resolution uses 
motion vectors of precision 1/16,1/8 and 1/4 for values of n=0,1.2. respectively. 
Decoding of QCIF resolution sequences uses motion vectors of precision 1/32,1/16 
and 1/8 for values of n=0,1,2, respectively. 
The gain introduced by scalable motion coding is most significant at the low bit- 
rates, where the percentage of motion vector bits is significantly higher compared to 
the total bit-budget allocated for the bit-stream. For decoding of both QCIF and CIF 
sequences bit-rate intervals can be found in which a specific refinement bit reduction 
technique gives the best result. At lowest bit-rates reduction of 2 bits gives the best 
results, at medium bit-rates in all cases reduction of 1 bit gives the best results. The 
scalable motion vector coding can significantly decrease the quality when used \\ ith 
higher bit-rates and higher spatial resolutions. This is due to the loss of the emotion 
precision. In such cases, transmission of more residual data cannot compensate for 
additional motion mismatch. To enable decoding of the best available quality 
sequence at Io\\ er resolution, the use of full precision can improve decoding at high 
bit-rates. If encoding accuracy of 4CIF sequence is 1/8, then in order to reduce 
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motion mismatch for QCIF sequence, the interpolation schemes supporting accuracy 
up to 1/32 are needed. 
Table 15 PSNR results in dB for decoding of 4CIF sequence "Basket" at CIF 
resolution with n- bit reduced motion vector values. 
Bit- rate 
[ p] 
720 920 1120 1320 1620 2220 
n=0 22.10 25.03 26.78 28.05 28.45 30.01 
n=1 23.06 25.68 27.62 27.94 28.36 29.72 
n=2 24.55 26.01 26.98 27.11 27.58 28.40 
Table 16 PSNR results in dB for decoding of 4CIF sequence "Basket" at QCIF 
resolution with n- bit reduced motion vector values. 
Bit-rate 
[kbps] 720 820 970 1070 1270 1370 
n=0 23.02 25.52 27.82 28.10 28.42 28.47 
n=1 25.49 27.27 28.03 28.16 28.39 28.42 
n=2 27.03 27.68 27.85 28.02 28.09 28.12 
Table 17 PSNR results in dB for decoding of 4CIF sequence "City" at CIF resolution 
with n- bit reduced motion vector values. 
Bit-rate 
[kbps] 690 
790 990 1190 1690 1890 
n=0 23.22 25.20 29.37 29.88 31.35 31.53 
n= 1 25.18 27.70 29.60 30.00 31.20 31.38 
n=2 27.34 28.69 29.10 29.51 30.36 30.64 
Table 18 PSNR results in dB for decoding of 4CIF sequence "City" at QCIF 
resolution with n- bit reduced motion vector values. 
Bit-rate 
[kbps] 
690 840 990 1090 1340 1490 
0 25.83 32.05 32.66 33.00 33.33 33.40 
r, =1 31.06 32.36 32.94 33.08 33.31 33.30 
,ý=2 31.94 32.57 3 2.78 3 2.93 33.01 3199 
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5.4 Scalable motion structure 
At low bit-rates in quality scalability scenarios the detailed motion structure can 
represent large overhead. However, in the applications that target vide bit-rate 
ranges, preserving good compensation is of utmost importance. Therefore it is 
necessary to investigate the possibilities to enforce scalability on the motion 
structure. The solutions to this problem have already been proposed and it has been 
shown that on lower reconstruction qualities better performance can be achieved if 
motion structure is reduced. 
Although not all of approaches for scalable motion structure use tree-based 
structure, in this work the previous approaches have been adapted to the motion 
structure used in aceSVC with a goal of analysing those. Therefore here the motion 
structure scalability is analysed through layered tree-structures described in Chapter 
3. The problem that needs to be solved is how to partition motion tree into layers { TO, 
MTL 1,... MILLS -I} so that reconstruction can be performed from any of T1 where 
IS 
T, 
S =ToUMTLJ. j=4 
In motion compensation, T= Tis_ 1 is used. In non-scalable approach the internal 
tree nodes do not contain motion block parameters (mode, motion vectors). 
Therefore the first problem to be addressed is how to assign motion block parameters 
to the leaf nodes of TES that are not leaves of TLS_ 1. The second problem is how to 
define motion layers utilising the parameters of all nodes which are candidates for 
motion tree leaves. 
During motion estimation all internal nodes of the initial trees are assigned ww ith 
motion block parameters. Therefore, at the encoder side the nodes of motion trees 
still have assigned estimated values. Most existing techniques for modelling scalable 
motion structure use this existing information from internal nodes as the leaf 
parameters for the lower layers. In the following section methods for defining 
internal node parameters are analysed. From this point. the motion estimation Xvill be 
referred to as the initial estimation since additional motion estimation process \\ ill be 
introduced. 
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5.4.1 Motion layers with estimated values 
if values from initial motion estimation are to be used for scalable coding. additional 
constraints than previously addressed have to be taken into account during motion 
estimation. Internal nodes at lower tree depths (closer to the root node) may during 
initial estimation be assigned with different block mode than actual leaves that will 
be used in the compensation. One such example in shown in Figure 62 where a frame 
is an array of 9x 11 macroblocks and one motion tree correspond to each of these. 
Full motion structure, the one used in motion compensation, is shown in Figure 62. a) 
while in Figure 62. b)-c) reduced structures, with only 30% of preserved tree nodes 
per temporal frame are given. Motion structure in Figure 62. b) is modelled using 
information from the initial estimation. It can be seen that inter and intra coded areas 
from Figure 62. a) and b) do not correspond. Such motion information cannot be used 
for inverse compensation, as it would cause unacceptable visual artefacts in 
reconstructed frames. To avoid this problem, two solutions are proposed: 
- During initial motion estimation block modes can be defined on the 
macroblock level. By doing this, all motion tree layers will have the 
same block modes. 
During pruning that forms the motion layers only branches that 
consist of leaf nodes of the same mode should be candidates for 
pruning. An example of applying this approach is shown on Figure 
62. c) Comparing to the original motion structure from Figure 62. a) it 
can be seen that intra coded blocks are on the same positions and only 
areas consisting of inter blocks are merged. In the following 
discussions this constraint is assumed. 
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........ ..... 
. ... ............ 
.......... .... ....... 
.......... ......... .... ...... 
a) full structure used in motion compensation 
....... 
P*I 
. -.. I 
.......... 
b) reduced structure - 30% of nodes; nodes 
c) reduced structure - 30% of nodes; nodes 
and modes from initial estimation 
from initial estimation; intra coded areas 
from initial trees 
Figure 62 Motion structure represented with tree leaves (dots), motion vectors (lines 
associated to dots) and intra coded blocks (grey blocks). 
One additional drawback of using motion vectors from initial motion estimation 
is that internal nodes of motion trees will be poorly estimated. i. e. motion vectors 
assigned to these nodes can be significantly different than motion vectors of blocks 
used in the motion compensation. In Figure 63 an example of node merging, which 
corresponds to the process that forms layers of motion structure, is shown. The 
layout of the block in the frame that has to be compensated is presented in Figure 
63. a) and corresponding areas in search frame together with motion vectors are 
shown in Figure 63. b). In this case motion vector of merged block (node) r is much 
different than of r''' blocks that can again cause visible errors if r and its motion 
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vectors are used at the decoder. This problem can be reduced if additional constraints 
in initial motion estimation are used or by computing parent node parameters from its 
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Figure 63 Block displacements for different block sizes. 
5.4.2 Motion layers with averaged motion vector values 
Motion parameters of internal motion tree nodes can be computed from leaf nodes 
used in motion compensation. This concept of using mean operator has been 
introduced in [87] for the purpose of scalable coding of motion tree structure using 
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adapted SPIHT algorithm. That idea is here further adapted in the context of layered 
motion tree coding. 
To avoid misdirection of motion vectors at lower motion tree layers. avera, ing 
of motion vectors used in the compensation can be done. This averaging, can be 
realised using bottom-up approach that recursively computes averaged \ aloes of 
motion vectors in nodes that share the same block mode, until the root node is 
reached. Beside the mean operator, the median is also used for computation of 
motion vector values in internal nodes. 
Compared to the approach when estimated values are used. computing average 
values can add additional computational complexity to the encoder side. This is not 
only because of averaging, but also because here it is supposed that each motion 
node at the encoder side must be assigned with a specific measure of distortion. 
Square error (SE) associated with the nodes computed in initial motion estimation 
can be used for this purpose, but distortions for newly averaged values have to be 
reassessed. This can add additional complexity comparing to the previous approach 
with estimated values. However, SE is not the only measure of distortion that can be 
used. In the next section a new measure for motion modelling is proposed. The new 
measure of distortion can be used with application of estimated or averaged values 
for motion modelling. 
5.4.3 Modelling of layered motion structure 
The layers of motion trees have to be carefully selected. Here an algorithm for 
motion layer modelling is proposed based on the pruning of the initial motion trees T 
used in motion compensation. 
Imposing scalability on motion is related to the process that uses motion 
information - MCTF. Temporal decomposition uses motion vectors mv° ý\ 
ith the 
corresponding structure estimated in the initial motion estimation. A basic syntlhesik 
of high-pass temporal frames at the decoder is simulated at the encoder. The 
reconstruction of frame i (2 "k+ l) is obtained from quantised frames f, 
`FL (k) and 
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L where f represents quantised or non-perfectly reconstructed frame. in IM 1CTF 
according to (3.1) and (3.2) as: 
fIv, (2"k+1)=fs, (k)1Ky+WP ({js, (n)ý 
. bnEP 
In general, if synthesis is performed using original f,,;; (k) and available f, 'i` 
the invertibility, i. e. perfect reconstruction is achieved. However. IMCTF uses a 
motion structure with the same or lower fidelity than the one used in the analysis and 
the corresponding reconstruction motion vectors mvR. 
Motion information for reconstruction is selected during video bit-stream 
adaptation from available motion representations defined at the encoder side. In 
conventional approaches low representations of motion are defined at the encoder 
without optimising the quality of the reconstruction. However, low motion structure 
representation and related motion vectors can be selected in the temporal Subbands 
after MCTF. This fact is exploited in the technique introduced here. 
It is assumed that the distortion introduced by decoding using lossy motion 
information mvR #- mv° and non-quantised texture is proportional to the distortion in 
real decoding scenarios that use mvR #1 mv0 and quantised texture. The process that 
estimates mvR is performed in temporal subbands after MCTF, Figure 64. Since the 
motion estimation is performed in temporal subbands, the process is termed temporal 
motion estimation, TME. In the estimation process mvR are chosen so that the 
distortion in f, ` j (2. k+ 1) using non-quantised reference frames and the 
corresponding residual frame is minimised. This scheme is independent of codec 
architecture and motion representation. 
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Figure 64 Scalable encoder with motion estimation in temporal frames. 
In the initial ME, the distortion measure SE is here used as a measure of the 
distortion when motion structure and associated parameters for leaves of T1, -I are 
defined. On the other hand, for the estimation of internal motion-tree node 
parameters and associated distortion measures, THE in temporal frames is applied. 
The algorithm is based on optimal pruning algorithm, with the goal that pruned trees 
T1 will be used for forming layered motion structure so that motion lavers are 
MTL1 = T,,. \ T1 - j. 
To obtain each Is layer, starting from Is = LS - 1, Ti, c has to be 
pruned. The pruning process discards sets of leaves one by one. The discarded sets of 
leaves must be the children of one parent node. In order to achieve optimisation on 
the frame level, the chosen nodes are selected from all macroblocks in the frame. The 
selection of nodes is based on the comparison of distortion of layered model D01(r) 
that is computed for each node r. The pruning for one layer is completed when 
certain conditions are satisfied. In the presented approach this is defined by the node 
reduction parameter NR,,. It defines the ratio between the numbers of nodes in 
motion trees from one frame for desired layer is to the initial set of trees. As the 
number of nodes in the lower trees is smaller than the number of nodes in the higher 
trees, the node reduction parameters are chosen so that 'RI, < NR1S -, and 
0< NRI, 5 1. Node reduction parameter can be a function of other parameters, e. g. 
Lagrangian multiplier that controls the balance between motion and texture data in 
motion estimation. In that case node reduction parameter can be computed on the 
fly. 
The presented algorithm for THE considers unidirectional motion compensation 
only. For bidirectional motion the estimation is temporal subbands would require 
search in two reference frames and more advance mode decision algorithm. 
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Temporal motion estimation and modelling of motion layers are pertön mid as 
follows: 
- Step 0 Initialisation 
Starting from motion tree leaves, each internal tree node is initialised with 
motion vector values mv° that are averages of its child nodes. 
- Step I Estimation 
For each internal node estimation is performed in temporal subbands. A block in 
the even frame B2 . k(mv). 
is searched so that my = mv° + j, w\ here j takes values 
defined within the search window, is the displacement relative to the block in 
odd frame B2 .k+ ](0) that 
has to be compensated. The evaluation of possible 




(O)-BRk+1 (0)if+JiB2k (mv)-BR. 
k 
(mvý1l' (5.1) 
where R represents reconstructed block. RSE measures the distortion introduced 
into decoded frames if lower fidelity motion information is used. As a result of 
motion estimation, the block is associated with motion vector 
mvR = arg min RSE(mv) 
my 
Corresponding RSE(mvR) is also associated with the block for the modelling of 
motion trees. 
- Step 2 Modelling of motion layers 
The required number of nodes for motion tree T, (2 -k+I. m), for all 
macroblocks in in (2 -k+ 1)-th frame is achieved by removing 
branches of 
T1+ i() "k+1, m) accordingly to the lowest RSE. 
Motion layers are theret re 
optimised at a frame level and are chosen between those that 
introduce the 
lowest distortion in the reconstructed frames. 
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B RSE = Bz k+l , A. +1 +2B, A. 
Figure 65 Evaluation of distortion in frame and temporal domain. 
The optimality of chosen motion vectors in this process depends on a temporal 
filtering applied. Because of the temporal update step, only locally optimal motion 
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vectors can be estimated. Frame-wise optimal motion vectors can be found for 
MCTF that does not use the update step and in that case (5.1) reduces to 
RWE(mv) = B2. k+¢ 
(0) 
'2 
BTk+l (0) + j1 ' Brk 
(MV) 
which is considered in the experiments. Superscript T in the notation for blocks 
denotes blocks in temporal frames, as in Figure 65. 
An example given in Figure 65 shows frames from different stages durin`, 
temporal processing. Motion estimation is performed on original frames and SE for 
all tree nodes is computed in this domain. For modelling of motion layers the 
temporal frames obtained in MCTF are used for computation of the RSE. 
As THE requires motion estimation, it adds complexity to the encoder. 
However, it can be used as a benchmarking technique to establish a ground truth for 
evaluation of other methods. Motion vector values of internal nodes, obtained from 
motion estimation or by averaging, can be evaluated in the same way as in "I'M[:. i. e.. 
in terms how much distortion they would cause in the reconstructed frames, if full 
texture information is preserved. 
A simple example of application of different techniques for computation of 
internal node motion vectors is given in Table 19. All presented values are taken 
from the actual coding. For a given motion vectors of child nodes, motion vector of 
the parent node is given by the described techniques. As motion vectors have to be of 
limited precision, values obtained by median and mean-based techniques are the 
same. In this example value obtained from initial estimation is the same as the 
optimal value from TME. 
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Table 19 Motion vector values of internal nodes obtained by various methods: used 
motion precision is l/4-pixels. 
a) child nodes 





b) parent node 
method mvx, mv, 
ME 0.25, 1.50 
median 0.50. 1.50 
mean 0.50, 1.50 
THE 0.25, 1.50 
5.4.4 Experimental results 
The techniques for calculation of parameters of internal tree nodes and techniques for 
modelling motion layers have been implemented in aceSVC. Tests have been 
designed with a goal to compare existing and proposed techniques for scalable 
motion coding. Moreover, the influence of scalable motion on the overall codec 
performance has been assessed. 
All tests have been performed for two standard test sequences - "Basket" and 
"Foreman", both of CIF resolution and frame rate of 15 fps. Two levels of temporal 
decomposition without the update step are used and number of motion estimation 
levels was set to 3. Motion vectors are of 1/4 subpixel precision and macroblock 
dimensions are 64 x 64. The smallest block size is 8X8. 
5.4.4.1 Comparison of techniques for modelling of scalable motion structure 
In this experiment the techniques for calculation of motion vectors in internal tree 
nodes and techniques for modelling motion layers have been tested. In order to 
evaluate only distortion caused by incomplete motion information, lossless coding of 
texture has been used. At the decoding side full texture information has been 
recovered, while number of used motion layers has been altered. The error 
introduced by incomplete motion information is measured in terms of mean square 
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error (MSE) for luminance component averaged over the whole equence. Motion 
layers for all test scenarios contain the same number of tree nodes. i. e. the modellint. z 
of motion layers is performed in a way that pruning loop stops when certain number 
of tree nodes is reached. In this way almost equal bit-rate for la,, ers of each method is 
obtained. The tested techniques following notation is used: 
- estimated - motion vector values for internal nodes are taken from 
initial estimation and as distortion of layered model. SE is used. this 
scenario equals the technique that uses only motion lavers defined in 
initial motion estimation to achieve scalability; 
- estimated RSE - motion vector values for internal nodes are taken 
from initial motion estimation process, but distortion measure is 
recalculated in temporal domain (RSE); 
- median; motion vector values for internal nodes are computed as 
median values of motion vectors at lower tree levels and distortion is 
computed in frame domain; 
- median RSE; motion vector values for internal nodes are computed as 
median values of motion vectors at lower tree levels and distortion is 
computed in temporal domain; 
- mean; motion vector values for internal nodes are computed as mean 
values of motion vectors at lower tree levels and distortion 
is 
computed in frame domain; 
- mean RSE: motion vector values 
for internal nodes are computed as 
mean values of motion vectors at lower tree levels and 
distortion is 
computed in temporal domain; 
- TME: optimal motion vectors 
for internal nodes are found and RSE is 
used for modelling of layers. 
The results obtained with all techniques are summarised 
in 1- i`gure 66. RL'iative 
number of nodes stands for a ratio between the number of nodes 
that form motion 
trees used at the decoder and the initial tree nodes. 
Therefore each relative number of 
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nodes represents decoding from different number of layers and its value of I 
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Figure 66 Distortion at decoding caused by incomplete motion 
information. 
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Comparing the results for estimated and averaged (median / mean) motion 
vector values and the application of SE as a distortion measure, it can be , ecn that 
using values from the initial motion estimation better results are achieved for all 
testing points. Therefore, when the initial motion estimation is used. averaging of' 
motion vectors in internal nodes is not needed as poor matching for larger blocks, as 
indicated on Figure 63, does not happen often during the initial motion estimation. 
Moreover, assessing distortion in temporal domain significantly impro\ es results for 
both estimated and averaged nodes. 
The lowest distortion is introduced when optimal selection of motion ia\ ers is 
used (TME). Comparing to the technique that uses estimated motion vector values 
and RSE, which performs the best between non-optimal techniques. T\11: provides 
up to 7.8 % lower MSE for sequence "Basket" and up to 8.6 % lower .t LSE 
for 
"Foreman". However, the computational complexity of THE is higher then for other 
techniques so the gain it introduces is not justified for application in real-time 
scenarios. For that reason in the following experiments only the best-performing 
suboptimal technique will be used - motion vector values from initial estimation ý\ ith 
RSE as distortion measure. 
5.4.4.2 Video coding with application of scalable motion 
In order to analyse and evaluate gain introduced by scalable motion coding the test 
sequences were encoded using texture coder «ith fine-granular scalabilitý and 
scalable motion structure with four layers. Relative numbers of nodes 
in scalable 
coding structure are set to 0.2 (layer 0). 0.4 (lagers 0-1), 0.6 (lavers 
0-2) and I (la\ ers 
0-3). Motion vector values from all layers are taken from the 
initial motion 
estimation and the distortion caused by each motion vector 
is e1 aluated in temporal 
domain. 
In the previous experiment the distortion introduced 
by reconstruction \\ ith 
incomplete motion has been evaluated. Here the 
influence of application of 
incomplete motion on reconstruction of the truncated texture 
data is anal ,, ed. 
Specifically, the difference between error introduced 
by using incomplete and 
complete motion is computed as 
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dMSE(i) = MSE(layers 0-i) - MSE(layers 0-3). (26) 
The results are presented in Figure 67. relatively to texture bit-rate. It can be 
seen that the error difference almost linearly decreases with a texture bit-rate. At low 
bit-rates, where both errors caused with complete and incomplete motion are hitzh. 
linear dependency is lost. This shows that the assumption of linear dependency 
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Figure 67 Difference in distortion introduced by incomplete motion infhrmation and 
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Table 20 Extraction points using layered motion structure. 
Bit-rate range [kbps] Motion layers 
"Basket" "Foreman" 0 1 23 
0-1019 0-792 
1020- 1410 783- 1540 
1411 -2560 1541 -2700 
> 2560 > 2700 ýl ýl 
The error introduced by decoding with incomplete motion has been evaluated 
over wide range of decoding bit-rates for all motion la\ ers. This experiment is 
carried out with a goal to find switching points between possible motion ia\ crs. This 
information will be used by the extractor for optimal bit-allocation bemeen texture 
and motion. The averaged error introduced by incomplete motion information is 
shown in Figure 68. From this plots the switching points are taken. Table 20. so that 
for the requested bit-rate the extractor can select appropriate number of motion 
layers. 
The switching points from Table 20 have been used in the final e\perimcnt 
where the performance is compared to a codec \\ ith non-scalable motion. 
Figure 69 
summarises the results in terms of PSNR for luminance component ý\hich 
is 
computed from averaged MSE values. 
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Figure 69 PSNR results for scalable video coding with scalable motion structure. 
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The gain introduced by scalable motion coding is evident on low and middle bit- 
rates. At high bit-rates, the overhead introduced by scalable motion coding is 
negligible. However, for different sequences, the results are varied. While the highest 
gain for "Foreman" is 8 dB, for "Basket" the highest gain is 3 dB. For both sequences 
the lowest extraction point is moved down to 180 kbps, which is a 300 kbps lower 
bit-rate for "Basket" and a 490 kbps lower bit-rate for "Foreman" than for a scenario 
without scalable motion coding. 
5.5 Conclusions on scalable motion coding 
Although the scalability in video coding is applied because of need for availabilit\. of 
various spatio temporal decoding points and wide range of bit-rates, the approach in 
scalable coding systems is to tailor the compression to foreseen decoding conditions. 
In that way the performance on those points can be maximised. This is controlled by 
encoding parameters and selected decomposition scheme. Advanced decomposition 
schemes may increase complexity of both encoder and decoder sides. Since in many 
applications complexity has to be kept low and since it is not always possible to 
predict desired decoding conditions, there is a need for additional flexibility of 
scalable bit-stream. In wavelet-based systems, such as aceSVC is, texture 
information possesses fine-granular scalability which is a result from applied coder 
of wavelet coefficients. On the other hand, large number of spatial scalability levels 
is achieved by application of maximal number of spatial wavelet transform which 
usually maximises the compression performance. Additional support for wider 
adaptation range can be enabled by providing scalability of motion information. 
Therefore the work presented in this thesis has also focused on enabling such 
functionalities. Specifically, motion scalability for aceSVC is achieved for t+ 2D 
scheme by imposing scalability on motion vector values and motion structure. 
By application of developed approaches decoding range 
has been extended 
towards low bit-rates, which therefore improves quality scalability. 
Spatial scalabilit}, 
is also improved since in t+ 2D scheme the motion 
information is originally 
optimised for the original resolution, which causes overhead 
for low-resolution 
decoding. Recent research on this topic has been in the 
direction of multicornponent 
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scalability of motion information with special focus on entropy coding schemes for 
such approaches [90J. 
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The aim of the research presented in this thesis was to identif\, analyse and realise 
solutions that enable highly scalable video coding based on \\ avelets in the 
framework with flexible spatio-temporal decomposition. Also, beside scalabilit\, the 
best possible compression performance was targeted. Similarly to the main target in 
conventional non-scalable video compression approaches, the focus of this research 
has been on the temporal decorrelation part of scalable video codec. The first step 
towards the developed techniques was to build a support for further optimisations. 
This includes the design of a flexible motion model and the support for vv ide choice 
of temporal decomposition filters. 
The flexibility of the motion model has been achieved by erilploy went of 
variable size motion units (blocks) \\ hose partitioning, during the employed 
optimisation, can be adaptively chosen according to the sequence content and 
compression requirements. Also, variable size motion models can he repre'cnted 
in 
layered. i. e. scalable \\ ay. Moreover. various motion precisions supported \\ 
ith 
highly accurate interpolation brings additional choices and pos. 
Ihi l itieti for 
compression. 
Temporal decomposition. on N\hich in the gi\cn 1'rame\\ork depend 
bteth 
temporal and spatial scalabilities. has been developed 
in a hiulilý parameteri'ed ay' 
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so that different settings of motion model, various temporal filters as well as their 
combinations are supported. The developed temporal decompositions support both 
spatial domain MCTF and in-band MCTF. When spatial domain MCTF is employed. 
which is usually in quality scalability scenarios and at the decomposition levels that 
target compression rather than scalability, any wavelet represented by lifting steps 
can be employed. However, because of the nature of video frames the most common 
choice is employment of a 5/3 wavelet which enables bidirectional prediction and 
update. On the other hand, for the in-band MCTF only filters without update are 
supported. That is because the scenarios that use in-band approach usually target 
both spatial and temporal scalabilities, and in such cases temporal update may 
introduce visually unpleasant artefacts. In both approaches, adaptive choice of 
prediction is enabled on a block basis which provides optimised compensation and 
economical motion rate allocation. 
The motion modelling module, which selects motion representation for each 
frame, allocates the rate of motion using the Lagrangian optimisation according to 
the given input parameters that can be chosen for each decomposition level. In this 
way, the optimisation targets multiple decoding points on any spatio-temporal 
resolution. The performance of the developed techniques has been evaluated in 
exhaustive tests and it has been shown that the developed techniques in the given 
framework can achieve comparable and in some cases better results than the state-of- 
the-art scalable video coders. 
Besides the research and development that enable conventional scalability 
functionalities, the focus of the work presented here was also on the scalable 
representation and coding of motion information. Non-scalable coding of motion 
information can produce unacceptable overhead when lower end points 
in resolution 
and quality scalabilities are targeted. The challenge was to 
define efficient 
approaches so that truncation of motion information can provide a gain on 
those 
points. A solution based on precision limiting of motion vector values 
has been 
developed, resulting in better quality and resolution scalability performance. 
especially when combined with specialised motion estimation 
approaches. This 
method is of low-complexity and provides basic realisation of 
motion scalability . 
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Furthermore, recently established methods that impose scalability on motion 
structure have been analysed for which two major improvements have been proposed 
- the evaluation of distortion in temporal subbands, which improves previous 
solutions that evaluate distortion in the frame domain, and motion search in temporal 
subbands that finds optimal motion vectors for layered motion structure. Although 
this approach significantly increases the overall system complexity and therefore is 
not suitable for practical applications, it can be used for evaluation of simpler 
techniques. 
Practical realisations of methods presented in this thesis have enabled high 
efficiency of aceSVC scalable video coding framework. On the other hand, these 
realisations have also uncovered several interesting topics for future research. These 
include: 
- Fully scalable bit-stream, which consists of scalable texture and 
motion information, can be used for advanced error protection 
schemes. Knowing that different portions of motion information are 
not of equal importance, the protection can be distributed along the 
scalable bit-stream. 
- Dependencies within embedded motion as well as texture information 
can despite high decorrelation still possess a certain amount of 
exploitable redundancy. New adaptive entropy coding schemes have 
to be designed in a way that will exploit these dependencies between 
motion layers or spatio-temporal subbands in the developed 
framework. 
- Although the developed motion models and rate-distortion 
optimisation can adapt the compression to the given requirements, this 
process cannot produce the best results without user 
defined 
compression parameters. Therefore for practical implementation an 
algorithm that automatically chooses the best compression parameters 




- Spatio-temporal decomposition paths in aceSVC that use motion 
compensation at high-pass spatial subbands are in general less 
efficient than schemes based on spatial domain MCTF only; although 
some initial conclusions are made in this thesis, a more fundamental 
reasons for such performance, leading to a potential solutions, have to 
be further investigated. One of the reasons is also in application of 
certain wavelets in spatial transform that are not good at the same 
time for compression and downsampling. 
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